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Firefighters from Durham and Dover fought a blaze in Williamson Hall last night (Ben Frazier, photo). 
Fire destroys dorm room 
Cause of Williamson 3B fire unknown 
By Kim Armstrong 
At approximately 8:35 last 
night, a one-room fire' broke _out 
in Williamson 3B. According to 
Captain Tom Richardson of the 
UNH/Durham Fire Department, 
no injuries occurred. 
The cause of the fire at this 
time is unknown. 
Captain John Rines and three 
firefighters arrived on the scene. 
hallway and adjoining rooms," he 
said. "People who left room doors 
open had smoke damage; _that's 
why you're supposed to close 
room doors. There was e;xtensi-ve 
fire damage in the room. of ori-
gin." There was also heavy water 
damage and a lot of smoke on B 
Tower. 
The Williamson Hall Direc-
tor was away, but Assistant Hall 
Director Steve Goldman was on 
hand. 
. "I was working security," said 
Ellis, who was shaken up. "Every-
thing was pretty much burnt out, 
that's all I know." 
Another resident, Gary · 
Johnson, also lives on the third 
floor. "I thought it was a normal 
fire drill," he said. 
It was expected that residents 
in A and C towers would be able 
to return to their rooms last night, 
but for those who live in B tower, 
it was uncertain as to when they 





By Laura Deame 
Charles Simic, poet and UNH 
Professor of English, was the re-
cipient yesterday of the 1990 Pul-
itzer Prize of Poetry. 
Simic's work "The World 
Doesn't End" is a book of 70 poems 
that was nominated by his pub-
lisher at Harcourt-Brace last year. 
The award took him completely 
by surprise. · 
"I was napping on the couch 
when the phone rang ... I had no 
idea," said Simic. · 
Simic was at The University 
- of Delaware finishing up a three-
college reading toµr of his poetry. 
He was prepared to just give a 
relaxed reading of some of his 
-works. Instead,hegotintroduced . 
as one of the most gifted literary 
influences in America. 
Needless to say, he was a little 
overwhelmed. 
"lt'slikewinningthelottery-
it' s nothing you can expect," he 
said with a laugh. · 
, Simic has written 13 books of 
poetry, nine books of Serbo-
Croatian translation, and two 
volumes of essays. And this isn't 
his first reiationship with poetic 
laurels. 
The Academy of American 
Poets presented him with the dis-
tinguished Edgar Allan Poe award 
in the 70' s. The Guggenheim Fel-
lowship followed, and in 1985 the 
McCarther Foundation awarded 
him with a five-year fellowship 
for $250,000. 
Simic started his poetic ca-
reer early, and verse soon became 
a comfortable medium for his 
creative expression, though Simic 
can't necessarily pin down its 
orgins .. 
"I was in high school when I 
started writing poetry. There were 
no real experiences." 
Simic joined fhe faculty of 
UNH in 1973 to teach poetry and 
creative writing, but poetry wasn't 
always the sole catalyst in his life. 
A liberal arts gi:aduate of New 
York University, he received his 
degree in Russian and Linguis-
tics. 
Poetry won out. By the early 
70' she was teaching it, riding upon 
the success of the several books of 
verse he had published . 
Simic is determined not to 
have his well-publicized success 
have an effect on his teaching. 
"I've got a lot of work to do . . 
I still have to find something for 
dassonMonday. lt'snotgoingto 
affect my teaching." 
· And most importantly, Simic 
respects his students. 
"It's astonishing how many 
talented students we have here at 
UNH." 
Professor Simic, the compli-
ment is returned. 
"Uponfindinga working fire, 
we ordered a first alarm," said 
Richardson. "In addition to the 
first alarm, Dover was brought to 
the sc·ene for additional man 
power." 
According to Richardson, 
approximately20 firefighters were 
needed to suppress the fire. They 
searched the entire building and 
everyroomforoccupants,hesaid. 
"Nobody was in the room," 
said Goldman. "The floor was 
cleared. No one was hurt." Every-
one cleared out · of the building 
like a regular drill, but when resi-
dents found out the fire was for 
real, they moved a lot qt,1icker, he 
said. The third floor resident as-
sistant had no comment. 
More fees ·may be ahead 
Thefiredidn'tcauseasmuch 
damage as the McLaughlin fire 
did last semester. Richardson at-
tributes this to the fact that "the 
door to the fire room was closed 
during the fire." 
"It (the closed door) signifi-
cantly reduced the damage to the 
John Hodsdon, a resident on 
the third floor, lives next door to 
the fire room. 
"All I could see is smoke 
coming out from under the door," 
said Hodsdo·n . According to , 
Hodsdon, Chris Ellis ~nd Todd 
Moore are the two residents. 
Brown out hits 
Stoke, NE Center 
By Steve Roderick 
A brown-out hit portions of 
Stoke Hall and the New England 
Center Restaurant last night at 
approximately 9:10. 
Stoke residents were ad vised 
to unplug all electrical equipment 
in the event of a power surge, and 
a strong odor was reported in both 
buildings. 
All dinner patrons of the 
Woods Restaurant at the New 
England Center were still served 
despite the power problems. 
According to University Po-
lice Sgt. Paul Desrosiers, the power 
was o~! ~n approximately _h_a!f of 
Stoke in what he called a "low 
power" failure. Although there 
. was power to the building, it was 
very dim. Many residents of Stoke 
were concerned over the fact that 
there were no emergency lights 
on in the long wing of the build-
ing. 
More than light was lost in 
the failure. Student and entrepre-
neur Daniel Demers was con-
cerned that he "may have lost three 
essays" on his computer, he said. 
University officials stated that 
this incident ,was not related to a 
fire that occurred earlier in the 
night at Williamson Hall. 
Registrati.on and energy surcharges considered 
By Birger ·oahl 
Students may be paying two 
new fees next year, along with 
regular tuition. 
On Monday, the Financial 
Affairs committee of the Board of 
Ti;ustees will dedde whether to 
support a $30 registration fee and 
a $50 energy surcharge to go with 
. next year's student tuition bill. 
The UNH administration 
proposed the extra fees because of 
the increasing costs of running the 
university. 
Next year, the cost of electric-
ity use at the university is expected 
to go up by over $500,000, said 
associate Vice President for Finan-
cial Affairs. Allan Prince. Increas-
ing energy prices, caused by bank-
ruptcy problems with Public Serv-
ice of New Hampshire, were not 
predicted by the university when 
. its biennium budget was created, 
Prince said. 
The university doesn't have 
enough money in its budget to 
pay for electricity consumption on 
campus next year. The energy fee 
will "tide us over" until the next 
biennium, which begins after the 
1990-91 academic year, said Prince.· 
Prince said the energy charge 
is only temporary and will end 
after next year. 
UNH will be looking intQ 
ways of cutting down on the cost 
· of energy consumption, said Dan 
DiBiasio, executive assistant to the 
president. · But, nothing can be 
doneimmediatelytocutpredicted 
electrical costs for next year, he 
said . 
Although Prince defended 
the energy surcharge because it is 
only for one year, both Prince and , 
DiBiasio deferred comment on the 
reason for a separate·registration 
fee to Dean of Students Gregg 
Sanborn. 
Sanborn was unavailable for 
comment. 
The proposed $30 registration 
fee will go into the general funds 
of the · university, according to 
Chris Sterndale, student body vice 
president . 
Sterndale said the fee is "tui-
tion with a different name". The 
money will help to pay legitimate 
costs, but Sterndale asked why it 
was necessary to separate it from 
tuition. 
Stern dale said he would be at 
Monday's financial affairs meet-
ing to try to put the registration 
fee in the tuition charge. 
Both Keene State and Ply-
mouth State have had registration 
fees for several years. Next year, 
they will be $20 and $47, respec-
tively. 
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Walter woos wanton waterfowl wife 
By Joe Caron Alice and adopted her as its own, 
The New Hampshire Bureau according to Milne. Win -
of Tourism lists two official spec- ter came and "the silly thing froze 
tacles for the town of Durham. in the ice. It didn't have the brains 
One is UNH. The other is the to leave," Dave Olson said. 
Durhamtownswans. That'sright, So, he rescued Alice from the 
the town swans. And if you ask ice and sheltered her at the UNH 
who has . captured more of the Wildlife department for what 
town's heart and devotion, some Milne calls "a winter semester of 
campus feathers may be ruffled. college education; we believe all 
"The townspeople are so our swans should have one." 
devoted to these birds . .Oh my But Alice's education__sontin--
goodness, they love thein," said uedaftertheschoolyearended.ln 
Marjorie Milne, current keeper of the spring, she was introduced to 
the swans. "If you broke your leg, her new husband Hamilton Smith. 
you wouldn't get nearly the first- Olson acquired the male swan and 
rate attention one of the swans released the couple back upon the 
would." Mill Pond waters in hopes of ·pro-
The swans are central to Dur- creation. 
ham lore and have gained media In the next five years or so, 
attention as far away as Hawaii, Hamilton and Alice migrated 
and in such newspapers as The wisely to warmer waters during 
Washington Post. the cold seasons to avoid freezing 
were produced from their nearly 
six year partnership; Olson sus-
pected damage to Agatha's ova-
. ries due to a snapping turtle. 
Hamilton died just four years 
ago from lead poisoning in 
Portsmouth, Olson said. Most of 
those involved blame his death on 
the toxins washed into his habitat 
from the streets. · 
After one failed relationship, 
Agatha was introduced to Walter, 
the current town swan, compli-
ments of Walter Sturgeon's aviary 
in Lee. Sadly, however, Agatha 
died last year from a fungus dis-
ease of the lungs. Walter now has 
a new bride from Princeton, NJ. 
The townsfolk have named her 
Esther Mae after Esther Mae For-
rester, for~er keeper of the swans. 
Swans, however, are not 
always pleasant and friendly. 
Lucinda Kolo, ornithologist and 
member of the New Hampshi!e 
Sierra club, says, ''They're very 
territorial a.nd can be brutal to the 
other birds, who are supposed to 
be there." 
Durham swan· history took in the Mill Pond ice. Out of the 
wingabouttwentyyearsagoright dozen cygnets (swan babies) 
on Mill Pond. According to pro- which Alice hatched, one finally 
fessor David Olson, a wild female . survived. She was named Agatha. 
sw~n simply dropped in and took The feathered family seemed 
up residence. · Some local myths well on its way to peace and pros-
contend she -was a gift from the perity until Alice overdosed on 
sky deity, but .chances are her LSD. According to Olson, some 
migrating system just led her kids fed the hallucinogen to her 
astray. on a slice of bread and. she died, 
Olson agrees, saying male 
swans often use" dominance peck-
ing relations." Swans have been 
known to attack animals as large 
as dogs and even humans, espe- . · 
ciallysmall children and those who 
wear bright colors, Olson said. 
Their wings are even · strong 
enough to break small bones. 
Ol~on cited a frightening example 
of ,a swan in Newmarket who 
The saga continues for Durham's very own family of swans (Mike 
A man from Massachusetts probably after a very bad trip. P
amham< photo). , 
· arrivedtwoweeksaftertheswan, .Tainted by drug abuse, the 
claiming ownership of the bird. family began to .crumble even 
However, when he approached further. Hamilton, his wife barely 
her to take custody, the swan ran dead, took up an incestuous rela-
awayfrom hirri. Thetownquickly tionship with his daughter, 
tipped over a canoe and nearly 
drowned the person in it. 
scribed the current status· of the 
swans on Mill Pond: "I saw them 
today and they looked very happy. 
Everything seems to be going 
~fell in love with her, named her Agatha, said Olson. No offspring 
Milne tempers this picture, 
saying, "It's the same as with any 
other animal. They get nasty only 
'if they're ,provoked-." She de-
along amicably." · 
Mayor Barry asks for Census returns down 
· charges to be dropped 
WASHINGTON - Mayor Marion Barry's attorney is 
urging a federal judge to dismiss a cocaine possesion , 
and perjury indictment against the mayor, arguing 
that the government manufactured the crime that 
produced Barry's January arrest. Barry also said a 
WASHINGTON - Federal officials said yesterday that t,he 
· 1990 population count is significantly lagging. Hundreds 
of thousands of census forms were mailed to the-wrong ad-
dresses and millions of other forms were .not returned. 
Congressional researchers estimate that as few as 60 per 
cent of the forms will be returned. The Census Bureau put 
its goal at 70 per cent return. Every one per cent decline 
means an additional 950,000 households that have to be 
visited. The budget proVIdes for 300,000 census takers ti go 
door to door. That number will have to be increased by 
25,000 to 75,000. In some cases, entire neighborhoods and 
appartment complexes did not recieve census forms. 
. videotape ~l,lat allegedly shows Barry smoking crack 
cocaine should not be used in the mayor's trial. The 
.. attorney also asked US district Court judge Penfield 
Jackson to throw out grand jury testimony in which 
Barry allegedly lied about his drug use. 
Suspect· arrested in 
1976 diplomat killing 
WASHINGTON - The FBI arrested a Cupan-Ameri-
can yesterday on charges that he detonated a car bomb 
that killed Chilean leader, Orlando Letelier, in 1976. 
Jose Dionisio Suarez was arrested in his St. Peters-
burg, Fla. home. Suarez has been a fugitive since his 
1978 indictment. Mr. Letelier and an American col-
league. were killed on September 21, 1976 when a 
powerful bomb attached to the bottom of his car 
exploded as they passed through Sher~dan Circle in 
the heart of Washington's diplomatic district known 
as Embassy Row. Officials are unsure if former Chil-
ean ruler Gen. Augusto Pinochet was involved in the 
conspiracy. to kill Let~lier. 
Soldier charged in 
Panamanian murder 
WASHINGTON - A U.S. soldier, Sgt. Roberto Enrique 
Bryan, is being charged with premeditated murder and 
aggravated assault stemming from incidents during the 
· U.S. invasion of Panama. Bryan is charged with shooting 
and killing a an unidentified Panamanian ma.n on Decem-
ber 23. Under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, the 
maximum penalty for premeditated murder is death or life 
imprisonment, dishinorable discharge, forfeiture of all pay 
and reduction in rank. Bryan, 42, was born in Panama and 
deployed with the 82d Airborne Dec. 20 in the effort to oust 
Gen. Manuel Noriega. Bryan's unit was deployed to handle 
such things as supply or orginizaHonal ~atters. - · 
. Ryan White, AIDS 
teen, dies 
INDIANAPOLIS - Barbara Bush, Michael Jackson and 
Elton John joined more than 1,500 mourners at the fu-
neral of Ryan White, the teen-agerwith AIDS who died 
Sunday. Elton John maintained a bed-side vigil during 
White's final week and served as a pallbearer with Los 
Angeles Raider Howie Long and talk show host Phil 
Donahue and three of White's schoolmates. White died 
of complications from AIDS which he had fought for five 
. years. He was an outspoken educator on AIDS. White 
was diagnosed with AIDS · in December 1984. He had 
contracted AIDS from tainted blood products used to 
treat hemophilia. Former President Ronald Reagan, who 
joined White on television two weeks ago, remembered 
Bush issues orders on 
Chinese stude.nts 
WASHINGTON - President B1,1sh Wednesday issued 
the execlltive order that he had promised in November-
to protect Chinese students from deportation to their 
~omeland. Bush~s order directs the attorney general to 
defer any deportation proceedings against Chinese 
nationals who were in the United States on or after June 
5, 1989 until January 1, 1994. Such Chinese nationals 
will. also be eligil;,le to seek employment. Many Chi-
nese students fear reprisals because they supported the 
anti-government movement that was crushed when 
the leaders in Beijing turned the military tanks on 
protesters in Tiananmen Square last spring. 
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MUB ·board 
denies election 
. ~y John Doherty 
The board of students that 
controls the operation of the 
Memorial Union Building rejected 
a proposal that would allow· stu-
dents to elect them. 
The MUB Board of Governors 
is cu;r~ntly appointed by its chair-
person, its vice chairperson and 
the MUB Director. The chairper-
son and the vice chairperson are 
appointed by the previous years' 
board. · 
The proposal was presented 
by Chris Sterndale, student body 
vice president and MUB Board of 
Governors member. It was voted 
down8-5. 
"I think the students should 
mittee to add a referendum ques-
tion to next week's student body 
presidential ballots. 
The question would read: 
'The Memorial Union Board of 
Governors is the student govern-
ing body of the MUB. I believe 
that the majority of its members 
should be elected by the student 
body." Voters would then check 
"yes" or "no". 
Because the referendum is 
non-binding, the MUB Board of 
Governors would not be obligated 
to act on it if it passes. 
''Then it would probably tum 
into a battle between the Student 
Senate and the Board," said 
·_sterndale. ''The Student Senate 




are," said students decide." 
Board of Governors chairper-
son Eric Stites, who does not vote, 
is against the proposal. "I think a 
student-wide election would turn 
it into a popularity contest, which 
the Senate elections already are," 
said Stites. 
Bill Dalton and Kim Varney explain their views on the issues during yesterday's student body president/ · 
vice president candidates debate (Jen Flad, photo). 
The MUB Board of Governors 
is responsible for the handling of 
the hefty MUB budget (which 
ind tides the$100 per student MUB 
fee),the Cat's Closet store budget, 
the MUB Pub, and for allocating 
space for student activity offices. 
Candidates debate issues 
Budget cuts remain primary concern 
Only three positions on the' 
board are not appointed .by the 
chairperson. The student body 
vice president, or a representative 
of the student body president, and 
the heads of the Student Activity 
Fee Council (SAFC) and the Pro-
gramming Fund Organizations 
(PFO). 
. SAFC head Jonathan Garth-
waite, a supporter of the proposal, 
claimed he and Sterndale have 
received permission from the 
chairperson of the Election corn-
Stites claimed it was impor- By Sandy Cutshall 
tant for board members to be · In their final appearance prior 
employees of the MUB and that to next week's election, the three 
those people tend to be quieter. student body president/VP tick-
"! don't think a lot of them · ets debated several key issues 
would want to run a campaign," yesterday afternoon in the MUB. 
he said. There was no clear winner as the 
Stites said he'd vote against candidates fought it out and an-
the referendum question. swered questions on the issues. 
"Ifthestudentbodyapproves As has been typical of this 
it, it (.the referendum) woulddefi- campaign, budget cuts· were. the 
nitely be reconsidered by the focusofmostcornrnentsandques-
Board. I don't know if it would tions. · 
pass, but it would be reconsid- Other important subjects 
ered," said Stites. addressed included the proposed 
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consolidation of the Durham and 
UNH police forces, parking prob-
lems, the student senate referen-
dum, and-campus safety. 
The, team of Bill Dalton and 
Kim Varney said that UNH stu-
dents had to face the reality of the 
budget cuts and the mid-semester 
tuition hike. 
Dalton said the two priorities 
that they,would have on this issue 
would be to ensure the students 
had a say in what was cut, and' to 
put student interns in Concord to 
represent student interests and to 
the tuition hike. McCabe stressed 
the importance oflooking at hori-
2ontal cuts that would be felt in all 
areas of the university, instead of 
vertical cuts that might cripple 
vital student services. 
McCabe and Elek also sug-
gested a "tuition cap" so that tui-
tion could only be increased with 
the rate of inflation. 'This would 
tell the state they must find the 
money elsewhere/' said McCabe. 
Dalton challenged this cap, 
saying he was told by legislators 
in Concord it was "the most unre-
alistic far-fetched idea . they had 
ever heard." Randy Spar-
tichino and his running mate 
Andrew Seale presented them- · 
selves as "the only ticket fighting · 
the tuition hike." Spartichino said 
that if the student leaders didn't 
stand up to the administration 
now, "it would just make it easier 
for them to do it again next time." 
On cutting services, VP can-
didate Seale rejected the possibil-
ity of cutting the ·coast buses 
budget or consolidating the Dur-
ham and UNH police forces in an 
effort to save money, calling such 
suggestions '1udicrous and ridicu-
lous." 
Dalton said that they did not 
support the consolidation of the 
two forces right now either, "un-
less students would still be able to 
go through the university judicial 
system." 
VP candidate Varney stressed 
that if the consolidation took place, 
it would be a "shame" for the 
Durham police to just take over 
the university police force. 
Candidate McCabe said that, 
after serving on the committee 
looking into the police force con-
solidation, he felt that such a move 
would not be a takeover of UNH 
police by Durham police. 
Spartichino, on the other 
hand, ·disagreed. He called the 
study a "smpkescreen for the 
administration to make the change 
over a university break." .He 
claimed interim president Gus 
Kinnear was using the consolida-
tion as a way to raise revenue at 
the expense of students' rights. 
The Spartichino /Seale ticket 
put forth a proposal for a p,irking 
garage to be built on A-Lot. Seale 
called the parking .situation at 
UNH a nightmare. Spartichino 
said that the garage would be· af-
fordable if the town of Durham 
agreed to go in part · way on its 
construction: 
The other tickets challenged 
this assertion. VP candidate Elek 
· said that the town never commit-
ted to the proposal and without it, . 
UNH could never afford building 
the garage with the present budget 
cuts. 
According to DaJton, "it's not 
realistic to make a . promise (to 
build the garage), but it is pqssible 
· that it could happen down the 
road." 
With the issue of the student 
senate referendum on the election 
ballot, the three candidates were 
asked how they would react if the 
student body came up with a vote 
of "no confidence" for the senate. 
Dalton.said he was "sick and 
tired of hearing people complajn 
and not offering any solutions." 
· He hopes that constructive sug-
gestions are. made and not "just a 
lashing out at student senate." 
Varney added that th.ey 
would hold an open forum to find 
out what the students want differ-
ent from the student senate. 
Seale said the problem with 
the student senate was that it was 
too large to get things done. 
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Mot4er Teresa to step 
down as head of order 
CALCUIT A - Mother Teresa, the Roman catholic nun 
who won a Nobel Peace Prize for her work among the 
sick, announced Wednesday that she was stepping 
down as the leader of the order she founded in 1950. 
Monseignor Piero Pennacchini of the Vatican said 
Mother Teresa was stepping down for health reasons. 
.MotherTe~sa,79,sufferedaheartattacklastSeptember 
and had a permanant pacemaker installed. Mot~er 
Teresa was awarded the Nobel peace Prize in 1979,and 
her order has established 405 clinics in 92 countries, 
from an AIDS clinic in San Fransisco to shelters in the 
Soviet Union. No replacement has been named for 
Mother Teresa. 
Car bomb kills 16, 
injures· over ·.100 
BOGATA, COLOMBIA - 16 people were killed, 
including eight police officers, and over 100 injured 
when a powerful car bomb exploded near the city of 
Medellin. No group took immediate responsibility for 
the bombing. Leaders of the Medellin , drug cartel 
vowed last week to return to their war against the state 
and said they would use car bombs. Authorities say a 
Toyota pick-up loaded with 500 pounds of dynamite 
was set off as a police truck carrying 32 members of an 
elite terrorist unit of the National Police. Police officials 
say Pablo Escobar, leader of Medellin Cocaine cartel, 
has offered $100,000 for every anti-terrorism officer 
killed and $4,500 for every regular officer slain. Many 
of the wounded, however, were chil'uren. · 
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Germ~riies agree to 
some unification terms 
EAST BERLIN (AP) - Prime minister-designate Lothar de 
Maiziere finished forming his government yesterday and 
reached an agreement with political partners on some 
proposalsfortermsofunification with WestGermany. The 
agreement clears the way for parliament to put de Maiziere' s 
government in office to formally so it can begin talks with 
West Germany on merging their nations. No details were 
immediately available on the coalition agreement. De 
Maiziere's Christian Democrats favor speedy unification 
and a dramatic shift to capitalism. Many East germans fear 
hard times when subsidies and other aspects · of the · 
Communist system, -in place for four decades; are 
eliminated. In Bonn, West German Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl wants to sign a treaty on monetary union between the 
two countries by May 6. 
U.S. pilots join Peru's 
jungle drug war 
SANT A LUCIA . BASE, PERU - Civilian U.S. helicopter 
pilots took part in a fierce two hour fire fight with guerillas 
supporting cocaine manufacturers. The 30 Americans 
were helping nearly 500 Peruvians in a jungle-based anti- . 
drug effort. The guerillas, called the Shining Path, defend 
growers_ in the Upper Huallaga Valley, source of the raw 
materials for half the world's cocaine: The guerillas attacked 
the base using rocket-propelled grenades. The U.S. pilots 
flew UH-lH Huey gunships and the Peruvian gunmen 
inside fired m60 machine guns on the rebels. The helicopters 
are on loan to the Peruvian police from the State department 
and the U.S. pilots are li_scenced to fly them in the anti-drug 
effort. 
Walesa backs off 
President_ial bid 
WARSAW (ap) - The solidarity lJader Lech Walesa 
told reporters yesterday that his announcement that 
he would run for president had been misconstrued 
and that he had meant generally to encourage more 
rapid reform. Nevertheless, politicians in Poland 
expressed little doubt that Walesa would run for 
president, with the only question being when the 
voting. would take place. President Wojciech 
Jaruzelskf s term will not end until 1995, butthere is a 
strong possibility that ageneral election-for president 
will be moved up as part of an overhaul of the Polish 
Constitution. Walesa speaking with reporters 
yesterday during a visit to his Gdansk union 
headquarters by Czechoslovakia's deputy prime 
minister, predicted his remarks would lead to political 
backlash. "As a result of the announcement, I will 
surely not become president," said Walesa. 
Baltic states warned 
of civil war 
MOSCOW ( wire services) · - President Mikhail 
Gorbachev warned in remarks yesterday that 
redrawing internal borders would lead to civil war 
and "such bloody carnage that we won't be able to 
crawl out of it." U.S. President George Bush told a 
group of Baltic-Americans that he sympathizes with 
them but he believes Gorbachev is still the best catalyst 
for peaceful change in Lithuania, Estonia and L'atvia in 
washington yesterday. Gorbachev has promised not 
to use any force in putting down the independence 
movements in the Baltic States. Violence would surely 
threaten the upcoming East -West summit, according 
to Bush. ,., 
Sponsored 6yS.9L!PE $]rJJ'ES: 
Friends don '·t let 
friends drive drunk. 
Drinking and driving: , 
we can help make it less popular. 
Think abOut who's been drinking 
· and who's.going to drive. 
We have ·to start taking care of e8.ch other. 
That's what friends are for. 
Crec{it: ({lniversity of Massachusetts, Ylmlierst 
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Students .continue to 
' .. -·~ . . 
debate tuition legalities 
By April Treshinsky Jacobs 
Students may or may not be 
expecting a $300 refund as a result 
of the lawsuit filed on their behalf 
against the University System of 
New Hampshire. 
According to UNH student 
Andrew Gamble, the discovery of . 
a New Hampshire statute provides · 
the University Board of Trustees 
with an out in terms of bearing full 
responsibility for the lawsuit. 
The NH statute,,_according to 
Gamble, says "the attorney gen-
eral shall represent the person, or 
shall hire independent council. In 
either case, the state shall -pay all 
costs of litigation." 
The attorney general, in this 
case, represents the state, and the 
person in question represents the 
University System of New Hamp-
shire. 
When the students' suit 
against USNH is filed early next 
week, USNH will have seven days , 
to file with the attorney general's 
office to be considered • to meet 
with the conditions of the statue 
provisions, said Gamble. 
If USNH is found guilty of 
breach of contract in the case of 
raising tuition mid-semester at 
UNH, the door will _be left open 
for Governor Gregg to provide 
· money to cover the $1.4 million 
deficit in the school budget, said 
Gamble. 
According to Gamble, the . 
state of New Hampshire has a $27 
million "rainy day" fund contain-
ing unappropriated money that 
could be. used to refund students' 
tuition money. 
The state is not obligated to 
return tuition money to the stu-
dents, and, in fact, the money 
· would come out of the operating . 
· budget, said student body presi-
dent Mike Desmarais. 
According to Gamble, state 
representative Weddle asked the 
House to suspend its rules and 
allow him to introduce a bill call-
ing for the state to pay for the 
tuition increase. 
If the state agrees to pay the 
tuition increase, the case against 
USNH will not have to go to court, 
but according to both Gamble and 
Desmarais, it is unlikely that the 
· state will agree to pay. 
· The reason the student senate 
did not atte~pt a lawsuit at an _ 
earlier time is because of the threat 
to the already ailing operation 
budget, ·said Desmarais. 
"We're already operating on 
a. bare bones budget now," said 
Desmarais. 
A cut in this year's operating 
budget would probably mean 
higher tuition increases for next 
year, he added. 
According to Gamble, the 
USNH doesn't have a choice at 
this pofnt whether or· not to turn 
the case over to the attorney 
general's office. , 
Former professor dies 
George M: Haselrud, 83, re-
. tired University of New Hamp-
~pire psychology professor who 
was recognized internationally for 
his teaching and research in learn-
ing and motivation, died Tuesday 
after a short illness. 
He taught psychology at 
ilJNfI for 27 years until his retire-
ment in 1972. During his tenure he· 
was awarded Fulbright scholar-
.ships in 1968 to teach at the Uni-
versity of Catolica in Lima, Peru, 
and in 1953 to teach at Kyoto 
University in Japan. 
His research findings were 
reported regularly in the Journal of 
Psychology, Journal of Educational 
Psyclwlogy, and the Journa-l ·of Ex- · 
perimental Psyclwlogy. His book, 
was published by the University and he had served as president of 
of Minnesota Press in 1972. the New Hampshire Psychologi-
He was born in Fargo, North cal Association and on the board 
Dakota, in 1906, and earned a of directors of the New England 
bachelor's degree from the Uni- Gerontological Association. 
versity of Minnesota in 1930 and a He is survived by his wife, 
Ph.D. there in 1934. He taught for Ethelyn; three daughters, Beth 
a year at Yale University and at Haselrud Boyd of Baltimore, Md., 
th'.e University of Tennessee for 10 Karen Haselrud of Derry, and 
years before joining the UNH fac- Anna Haselrud Ross of Wayland, 
ulty in 1945. Ma.; and thre~ grandsons. 
For 18 years while at UNH he , A memorial service will be 
was a consultant to the New held at Durham Community 
HampshireStateHospital.Hewas Ch~rch Thursday at 1:30 p.m. 
a Fellow at the Inter-University There are no calling hours. · 
Institute of Social Gerontology in . The family has suggested 
.1958 ,and at the Eastern Confer- contributions to the George M. 
ence on Rehabilitation of the Dis- Haselrud Memorial Fund, Depart- · 
abled Aged in 1963. _ ment of Psychology, UNH, or to 
HewasaFellowoftheAmeri- educational programs of one's 
"Transfer, Memory, Creativity," can Psychological A_ssociation, choice. ______ 11111111 ______ 111111111 ____ __ 
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WANTED : Summer Projectionist for 
Matinees - M-F, . Apply in .person. 
Spinelli Company's 400 Central Ave. Dover. 
Phone for app~intment 749-2555 
Mat. Sat & Sun-12:30, 2:10 
all dogs go to heaven 
Mat. Sat & Sun - 3:50; Eves 6:30, 9:05 
Tom Cruise Born on the Fourth of.July 
Mat. Sat & sun 1 :00, 2:50; Eves 6:50 
Oppotunity_ Knocks 
Dana Carvey 
Mat. Sat & Sun 4:40; Eves 8:45 
'War of tlie ~se.s 
Michael Dou las Kathleen Turner 
rviat. Sat & Sun 12:45, 2:30, 4:40; Eves 7:00, 9:15 
, Look Who's Talking . 
Kirstie Alley John Travolta 
Friday April 13 
Good Friday 
Musical - "Goblin Market," a two-women musical based on the 
poem by Christina Rossetti. An examinatfon of the relationship 
between two Victorian sisters and their discovery of sexuality. 
Hennessy Theater, 8 p.m., $3. 
Sunday, April 15 
Library Exhibit - "International Fiesta." Dimond Library. Thru 
April 30. . 
Monday, April 16 
Recycling Awareness Week - People are encouraged to carry all of 
their trash with them during this week and bring their collection to 
central location for inventory and sorting. Details will announced. 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness Week- "The Times of Harvey 
Milk." Film on Milk, an advocate of gay& lesbian rights who was 
assassinated in San Fransisco. Carroll Room, MUB, noon. 
Blood Drive- '1t Will be a Daffy-Dilly Spring!" Granite State Room, 
MUB, noon to 5 p.m. 
Earth Day Films Night' - Environmental films. Strafford Room, 
MUB, 7 and 9 p.m. 
Lecture- Paul Tamburro, Native American, will spe~k on basics of 
Native American culture in New England today. Sponsored by 
Native American Culture Association. Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 
7:30 t 9:30 p.m.; free, open to the public. 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness Week- Discussion on men 
· and intimacy. Lord Hall, 8 p.m. · 
<;elebrity Series- David Parsons Company. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 17 
Blood Drive- Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m. 
Asian Studies Seminar - Gregory McMahon,, Dept: of History, 
"Hurro-Hittite Mythology and Hefoid," Hillsborough Room, MUB, 
12:30 p.m. 
Women's Studies. Video Series - Musical drama, "You Strike a 
Woman, You Strike a Rock." Three black South African women.in 
a stirring presentation of the situation of black women in South 
Africa. Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 12:30 - 2:00 p.m. 
Student Recital #8 - Bratton R_ecital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. 
Earth Day Event - "Richard Lederer on Language," Lederer, special-
ist on linguistics and a regular commentator on WEVO will discuss 
' English language and its usage in his unique and humorous style to 
benefit NH Earth Day. Room 4, Horton, 7p.m. Tickets at door, 
students $2, general $4 · · 
Portuguese Film - ''Black Tie." Richards Audit., Murkland, 7:00 
p.m. 
Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Awareness Week- Parents of Gay children. 
McLaughlin Hall, 7:00 p.m .. Homosexuality & religion - Fairchild 
Hall, 8_:_0Q p.m. Gay & lesbian student panel -Scott Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
SUMMER HELP WANTED, 
Ogunquit summer Jiote{ neeas 
cfiam6ennaias. Worf(dai{y, sa[ary, 
-guaranteed tips, room provicfea. 
Call (207)363-6566 or (207)646-8801 
· or write to: · N. 
Marginal Way House Box 697 
Ogunquit, ME. 03907 -
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Earth Day is April 22nd, what are you doing? . 
·· -. • . •... - ·-.y:-:-·v..-. ·: ., 
, .. ~ . _· ~-'-~ ... 
"I guess I'll help beautify the . "Plantingtrees,canoein
gandbeing "I Will be outside enjoying spring!" . "What am I doing on gr
anola day? -
Going to Benjamins andg~tting a little environment, maybe plant a tree or happy that I was part o
f the· Earth 
_take out some billboards. Ya kn.ow, Day Coalition." 
,helpful stuff." 
Gram Smith · Lori Stone 
· English · child/Family studies 
Freshman · Sophomore 
closer to Mother Nature!" ·· -
Rachel Mosedale John Healy 
English · Senior 
Sophomore History 
is now accepting appfications ,, 
for tfief o[[owing positons for 
tlie 1991 year6ook; 
-Business Manager - li1] ~ . 
-.Literary Editor .J1!J .~ Production Manager tfA 
- Sr. Section Coordinator •~ -Sports Editori 
. - Photo Editor · -•·1 · -Chief Photographer iii 
- AdvertiSing Manager r=] - Office Manager ■ 
Gain Experience, Earn Money $ · 
.9Lpp{y in ~m. 125 of tlie M'l113 . .9Lppfications are due .9Lpri{ 20. 
Students-to carry 
trash for Eart11: Day 
By Michelle Adam 
, Don't be surprised if you see 
· students walki~g around ~it~ a 
trash bag over their shoulders from 
Mohday to Thursday !\ext week. 
The Earthday Coaiition is 
asking anyone who is interested 
to take the trash they would nor-; 
mally throw away , arrd . carry it 
around with them for 4 days. 
. Carrying trash around will 
make people more aware of how 
much we use, throw out and then 
forget about, saii:i ~arthday mem-
ber Bill Burger. 
Ori Thursday those partici-
pating will throw their trash on 
the lawn and di~tribute it into piles 
of recyclable goods and non-re-
cycable goods. The glass, card-
board, plastic, aluminum and 
paper goods will be separated for 
recycling and the other trash will 
be thrown away. 
According to Ellen Alpiner, 
coordinator of Students for Uni-
versity Recycling, Gus Kinnear 
will plant a tree. Earthday stu-
dents and members of Students 
for University Recycling will speak 
about recycling and our everyday 
trash habits. The event is tenta-
tively scheduled to be held in front 
of Thompson Hall. 
Student Body President Mike 
Desmarais has agreed to carry his 
trash around withhim. "It's a way 
to start the recycling movement," 
he said. Student Body Vi~e Presi-
dent Chris Sterndale will do the 
, same as long as "nobody closely 
inspects.// 
Jonathan Garthwaithe, Stu-
dent Activity Fee Committee 
Chairman, will also be taking his 
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in Hm 151" in 
.f.l th~. MUB . ~ 
soring it slightly. 
"We are trying to show UNH 
that if UNH had a recycling pro-
gram it could lessen, the need for 
. an indrierator," said Alpiner. 
Accor:ding to Alpiner, eliminating 
the in~inerator would stop the 
toxic dioxins from entering the air. 
According to Patrick Genest, 
administrator of the Lampry in-
cinef~tor, taking aluminum and 
other metals and glass out of the 
garbage reduces the costs of oper-
ating the incinerator. 
Seventy percent of the ash that 
remains after incinerating the gar-
bage is composed of metal, said 
Genest. · 
Removing metals such as 
aluminum from the trash helps 
reduce the costs of ash disposal, 
said Genest. It costs$1.8 million to 
dump ashes into a Somersworth 
landfill over a 6 1 / 2 year period 
according to Genest. 
Glass is also an added incin-
eration cost, said Genest. Paper 
and cardboard, however, are 
important for the incinerator to 
.provide heat for the campus. 
"It's worth it to have a com-
. prehensive recycling program," 
said Genest. Recycling aluminum 
carts save money instead of cost-
ing $300,000 for incineration as it 
currently does. 
"If people recognize how 
much can be recycled, they will 
request to have more recycled," . 
said Alpiner. 
TheEarthdaytrasheventwill 
help people "learn about their 
garbage and how everyday actions 
that seem harmless do have an 










Taxes not included.Restrictions 
apply.One ways available. 
Work/Study abroad programs. Int'! 
Student ID. EURAIL PASSES 
ISSUED ON THE SPOTI 
FREE Student Travel Catalog 
ndl Travel 
Boston H1rv1rd SQ MIT 
166,,1ft6 497-1-49, l~USS 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
JOG /WALK MARATHON: To encourage daily exercise. April 16-May 4, New Hampshire Hall Outdoor . 
Track, 4-6 p.m., free. Sponsored by Recreational Sports Department. 
. ;· . 
CAREER 
CHOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP: Not sure what you want to major in at UNH? Workshop will help 
focus your interests and link it to possible majors offered at UNH. Sign up in 203Huddleston Hall for 
one of the following sessions': Tuesday, April 17, 9-11 a.m., Thursday, April 19, 3-5 p.m., and Wednesday , 
April 25, 10-noon. 
GENERAL 
WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Sponsored by the United Campus Ministry to UNH. Join us. SQnday, 
April 15, Waysmeet Protestant Student Center, 7 p.m. 
BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Students for Choice. Lots of goodies and a g~ t place to.find information 
about abortion rights! Mondays, out&ide MUB PUB, 10 a.m. 
PEACE CORPS INFORMATION TABLE:- A representative will provide information anµ answer 
question~. Monday, April 16,MUB, 10 a.m. -2 p.m. , 
MEDIEVAL RE-CREATION CLUB: Medieval dancing practice- everyone is welcome. Monday, April , 
16, Senate Room, MUB, 7-9 p.m. 
PEACE CORPS FILM/ INFORMATION SESSION: The award winning film, "Let It Begin Here," will 
be shown and former Peac~ Corps yolunteers will be available to answer questions. Tuesday,_ April 17, 
Senate Room, MUB; 7 p.m. · · · 
STONE CHURCH DINNER: Sponsored by Great Bay Food Co-op. Tasty rice curry pot pie with fresh 
salad, warm bread and dessert. Enjoy a little music and some home cooked food. Sunday, April 29, Stone 
Church, Newmarket, 6-8 p.m. Adults $5, children $2.50 . 
HEALTH 
HUMOR IS HEALTH: Monday, April 16, Alexander Hall, 7 p.m. 
STRESS MANAGEMENT: Monday, April 16, 3rd floor Williamson· Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
OPEN LINE: Phone.line for gay, lesbian, bisexual support, call 862-3922. Sun. - Thurs., 5::-10 p.m. (Tues. 
6-10 p.m.) Information also available regarding various support groups for lesbians, gay men and 
bisexuals. 
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL SUPPORT GROUPS: Call Health Education at 862-3823 for more informa-
tion. 
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Resource room #249, Health Service Center, 12-1 p.m. 
HIV/ AIDS TESTING AND COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential; availabl~ at the office of 
health education and promotion. Monday 9-2:30 p.m., Tuesday, 9-11:45 a.m. Call x3823 for an 
appointment. , 
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Medical library #222, Health Service Center, 12-1 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETINGS: Don't take women's-reproductive rights for granted!! Come 
join other students for the political fight. Monday nights, room 42, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.rn. 
WOMEN'S ISSUES RESOURCE CENTER-WEEKLY MEETING: Will be talking about upcoming events 
including a rape discussion group, a feminism discussion group, and other important events. Come get 
involved and/or just listen. Women and men welcome. Tuesdays, Coos Room, MUB, 7 p.m . 
PRE-MEDICAL/PRE-DENT AL CLUB MEETING: Gary Kish, MD, Sports Medicine, and Babu Ramdev, 
MD, Emergency Medidne, will speak about their individual specialty areas. Slides and discussion. 
Wednesday, April 18, Forum room, Dimond Library, 7-9 p.m. 
Got a list of Complaints? 
. Write a letter to the 
Editor. 
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Busted For Ben 
And Jerry's 
By Steve Ruhm 
Waaa~ld doggies, it's strange the way one thing does lead to 
another. 
I was just finishi_ng up a nightmare paper the oth~r ~ight aro:und 
11:30 PM, and suddenly I was overcome-by the blazing cr~ving for 
? pint of Ben, and Jerry's. This new flavor caUed (new to me 
anyway) Chocolate Fudge Brownie_was on ma' _mahnd. • 
So I called my 1:mddy across the hall and told him to fire up the 
mountain bike, cuz we were on a mission 'cross campus. Ken (fic-
tional name used to protect identity of the wanker who. caused c;1.ll 
the :mischieO had spent the night dressing up like a girl and walk-
ing around themini-dorms, showing people how effective he was 
in the other mode. · · 
_ We got on the bikes for. what shou_ld have been just .another 
routine Ice Cream Express, a service we provide to the folks on our 
wing of Woodruff House. . 
We were just a bit late to the Wildcatessen (you know 1t closes 
· at midnight) so we headed on over to Store 24, a little dissappointed 
in knowing it would now,cost 60 cents more a pint. But for Ben and 
Jerry's , no problem. · 
(Oh yeah Earth . Day is fast approaching, and to make this 
• planet last long enough so that we can blow it up first: Quit using 
those little plastic cups in the dining halls for butter, and syrup and 
stuff, cuZ'they m(;?ss up the world .... and the same.goes for styrofoam 
cups ... And now back to the story.) 
_ '. Before I knew what was happening, we heard tires screech1ng 
and sirens blaring. We had crossed the street in a way that this par-
, ticular Durham Police Officer found unacceptable. He was gonna 
bust -us for real. · - _ .. ..,, - _ , · 
I was amazed · at the policeman:' s' ability • to · squeal his tires 
. C_!?ntinuously from when he accelerated to when he and Ken 
stopped, nose to nose-and in a distance of nb more than fifty feet. 
( 
On top of this, he even managed to get in a wail of the siren ai:,.d 
some blue lights; A real college-campus~cowboy. Give that man 
spurs and pony named Flash. 
(If anybody else out there has ever taken a nap on the railroad 
tracks and has a story to tell me about what he or she learned from 
it, please call me at 862-5499) 
With a hellacious bunny-hop ov~r the curb, I was out of there, 
gone, and fugitive-bound. But Ken brought me tojustice by telling 
the policeman my full name and address-thanks Ken. 
- To make a long story only medium length, at about one o' dock 
AM, that same Durham Policeman came knocking or:i, my door. I 
,was busted for real, and that stupid pint of Ben and Jerry's ended 
up costing me an additonal twenty-eight dollars · and fifty cents. 
·That'll learn me not to ... (scratch head with puzzled look) ... go out 
and get ice cream on my bike. 
' (Today is my friend Jamie D's 21st Birthday-you guys in the 
Greek system might remember that name) · 
A hearty cheers to the Durham Police Department, for without · 
them I would not be sitting here typing to the beat of a deadline. . 
I feel secure in knowing the police are out there, ridding the 
world of evil and chaos-wreaking bikers like myself who have the 
nerve to cross the street in an unsafe fashion at 12:30 in the 
morning ... and with NOOOO reflectors either. This world needs to 
be cleaned up, and rid of the villains such as myself, so that law-
abiding weenies can inhabit the Earth in peace, bliss and ignorance. 
Steve Ruhm, a reporter for The New Hampshire, was the culprit re-
sponsible for sending two other bikers to the hospital with multiple injuries 
when he collided with them after a race this weekend. He didn't even 
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MUB offices shuffled DEBATE,from page3--
By Andrew Albright 
The Space Allocations Com- • 
mittee of the MUB Board of Gov-
ernors has been notifying student 
organizations this week of the 
changes in office space. Some 
organizations are disappointed 
with the outcome. 
According to Eric Stites, 
chairman of the MUB Board of 
Governors, each year the alloca-
tion of office space in the MUB is 
evaluated after applications by or:-
. g~nizations are filed and reviewed 
by the board. 
Both ,what is now the Stu-
dent Press office and the Progres-
sive Student Network office 
(PSN), were moved in anticipa-
tion of the MUB basement reno-
vations which would convert 
those offices to stairwells, accord-
ing to Stites. 
The Student Press will move 
into both the ski club's office and 
the present The New Hampshire 
business. office. Kellie Wardman 
of the Student Press said the MUB 
Board was "being realistic in 
k r;wwing that we -need more 
space." 
Eventually, The New Hamp- · 
shire will be forced to combine 
their business office and 
newsroom into its present suite. 
Stites justified The New Hampshire 
loss of space because of the 
newspaper's recently acquired 
computers. 
And, according to Stites, ~he 
Ski Club will lose its office space 
this year due to lessened activity. 
Several organizations who 
had not previously had office 
space in the MUB will now have 
an office . . The Women's Issues · 
Resource Center received an· of-
fice to share with Safe Rides. In 
addition, PA VE (People for the 
Advancement of Volunteer Ef-
forts), will share an office with the 
Debate Society. 
Steve Roderick, director of • 
SCOPE and amemberof the Space 
Allocations Committee said, "this 
is the first year a lot of thought has 
gone into the moving of these of-
fices." 
SCOPE will now share an 
office with MUSO. According to 
Roderick, MUSO had too much 
space and the combination will 
· make it easier for SCOPE and 
MUSO to share materials. 
The PSN will move into the 
officeSCOPEholdsnow. F1oReed, 
a member of PSN, said she will 
"miss the windows," but "they 
will get by." 
According to MUB Bo~rd 
member Jonathan Garthwaite, the 
Freshman Camp office will be 
moved as well, partly due to noise 
complaints from the Commuter/ 
Transfer Center. 
Stephanie Haveles, theme 
director for freshman Camp, said, 
"Considering we could have been 
booted from the MUB, I'm being 
optimistic." Haveles was more 
concerned about the future of 
Camp's existence due to the ru-
mors that the administration may 
disband Freshman Camp. 
The Intra-Fraternity Council 
(IFC) will share. an office with the 
Campus Activities Board, which 
is nearer to the office of Mike Sci-
ola, the Greek Advisor. 
Any organization that could 
not get individual office space can 
use the common office, according 
to Stites. Organizations that will 
be using the common office are as 
varied as the Ski Club, Child Safety 
Organization, and the New Hamp-
shire Gentlemen. 
When the MUB basement is · 
renovated, it is possible more of-
fice space will be available, ac- .-
cording to Roderick. He said they 
are still waiting for funding for the 
basement renovations which will 
cost approximately $750,000. 
Spartichino offered his lead- . take to concentrate on the victim's 
ership as a solution to the confi- responsibilities to protect them-
dence crisis. He said strong lead- selves, as he accused Dalton and 
ership would unite the student Varney of doing. He said .he 
body and restore their confidence thought it important to focus on 
in the senate. attitudes and to increase educa-
Elek said she had been _in- tion for both men and women at 
volved with the study on the re- UNH. 
structuring of the senate and she Current student body presi-
thought senators weren't accu- dent Mike Desmarais said he 
rately representing their constitu-: didn't think any ·one ticket won 
encies. "We need fo involve and . the debate. 
includestudentsmoreindecision- "All three would do well (in 
making," said Elek. the position)," said Desmarais. 
One issue championed by the However, he expressed concern 
Dalton/Varney ticket was that of that the parking garage idea pro- _ 
campus safety. They promised to posed by Seale was "unrealistic." 
make sure the town came through He was also disappointed that 
on their promises to fix the light- the question of cutting academic 
ing. Also discussed was increas- programs was not discussed by 
ingtheSHARPPbudget(currently the candidates. 
at $2500), increasing the Coast bus Other subjects that the candi-
and shuttle· routes at night, and dates discussed were the affirma-
developing a buddy system in tive action plan, campus morale 
addition to the present escort serv- and the finishing of the MUB base-
ice. ment construction. 
Spartichino said it was a mis-
!7-[appy 
'E,aster 
is looking fqr a 
·CIRCULATION 
MANAGER 
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UNH-prof. puts Lithuania into perspective 
By D. Allan Kerr 
Following the dismantling of 
the Berlin Wall and communism's 
fall in Eastern Europe, as well as 
the recent threat of dissolution in 
the $<>viet Union itself, Soviet 
· President Mikhail Gorbachev 
seems to be putting his ·credibility 
on the line inthe current dilemma 
he faces in the tiny state of Lithu-
ania. There has been increasing 
"' tension there as Gorbachev con-
tinues to threaten the republic;s 
newly-declared independen~e 
with Moscow's control. 
Lithuania will ultimately back 
down, believes Professor B. Ther. 
mas Trout, a Soviet specialist who 
has taught political scie.nce at UNH 
sirtceJ%9. The support Uthuclilia . 
was counting on from the world 
commm;1.ity just hasn't been forth-
coming, and they have asked for 
top much1 too soon, said Trout. 
"Gorbachev is in · a difficult 
situation," he said and added it is 
.. .a situation Gorbachev has inher-
' ited. . 
NEWMARKET STORAGE 
"Store Your Stuff With Us" 
· Mini-Bins, outsid~ and inside 
vehicle storage. · 
SPECIAL PRICE UNH 
SUMMER STORAGE 
~AVAILABLE 
133 Exeter Rd. ~ 
Newmarket, NH 
. (603) 659-7959 
''The 'bad guys' [in this] 
would be SJalin and Krushchev 
and Brezhnev and the past, ·" 
explained Trout. He described 
how Lithua~ia, along with 
the Baltic republics of Estonia and 
· Latvia, were forcibly annexed by 
Josef Stalin in 1940, following the 
1939 Non-Aggression Pact signed 
. with Nazi Germany. All three 
were independent countries at the 
time, and had been recognized as 
such since the end of World War I. 
Despitethis annexation, the Lithu-
anian people had always been 
fierce nationalists even before the 
current unrest, said Trout. 
In fact, Trout said, in 1970 a 
Lithuanian officer in the Soviet 
navy, apparently motivated by 
nationalist sympathies, attempted 
to assassinate Soviet leader , Le-
onid Brezhnev. Trout contended 
that the Lithuanian desJre for 
independence has always been 
there, but when Gorbachev intro-
duced his programs of perestroika 
and lasnost, the Lithuanians were 
~ORDER~ 
YOURS NOW! 
Whittemore -School of 
Business sweatshirts .. Gray 
w/ blue lettering. Large & · 
X-Large. $20 deposit w/ . 
order '.'-$15 upon delivery. 
See LeeAnn In Devine 222or 
details. Great gifts for 
Birthdays and Graduation! 
finally able to vocalize their na-
tionalism. 
"When they saw the current 
attitude change, saw Gorbach_ev 
recognize Eastern Europe's 
[claims for] independence, they 
said "let us in!"' .Trout explained. 
However, by declaring them-
selves an independent nation they 
have put Gorbachev in an awk-
ward position. If he simply ac-
cepts their right to independence, 
then Estonia and Latvia, as well as 
Georgia and other republics, will 
foliow suit, and the Soviet Union 
will collapse. Trout claimed that 
Gorbachev has to follow two steps. 
"First, he ha·s to make it hard 
[for Lithuania] to secede," Trout 
explained, "and seconc!, he has to 
give them incentive not to secede:' 
''They'll get what they want," 
he predicted. "Lithuania will 
become an independent entity of 
some kind." · 
1 Trout foresees Gorbachev 
offering the Lithuanian govern-
ment a graceful exit that will allow 
both sides to save face. If Lithu-
ania drops its claim that they are 
an independent nation, this will 
allow Gorbachev to recognize their 
-petition to., secede as . a · republic.,_ 
and then it would be voted on 
according to a referendum of at 
. least two-thirds of its <;:itizens. 
· There is already a statute for 
th~s in Soviet law. It would be a 
- -gradual process, allowing both 
sides time to work out economic 
arrangements and giving the 
· Soviet Union an opportunity to 
get back some of the investment it 
has made in Lithuania. 
"(The Soviet Union wants to 
say) 'Okay, we built this factory 
here, so now we'll either take it 
back or get some kind of [ compen-
sation] for it/" said Trout. 
"It can't be an Islamic di-
vorce," said Trout. "1 divorce 
you, I divorce you, I divorce you,' 
and then they both go their own 
way. It'll be more like a Christian 
divorce." 
Gorbachev has acknowl-
edged Lithuania's right to inde-
pendence, Trout says. What he 
can't accept is the declaration that 
it is already an independent na-
tion, and that the Soviet Union h_as 
no right to interfere in its affairs. 
Gorbachev wants independence 
to be granted~ not assumed. 
It is also possible that Gor-
bachev will convince Lithuania to 
remain in.the.Soviet Union, as part 
of the true federal republic he 
hopes to build. Of course all this is 
assuming that both sides nia,in-
tain the peace, added ,Trout. 
"Whenever you have a stand-
off," said Trout, ~'there's a. risk 
that the leadership on either side 
might do something foolish." 
Historically, said Trout, .the 
Soviet Union has gone to great 
lengths to avoid the use of.force, 
and when it has come, it's usually 
done quickly. At this stage it's 
hard to tell, but the professor be-
lieves that both sides recognize 
·the high cost of such action-
Gorbachev could lose his ·credibil-
. ity in the world community if he 
· uses force, and Lithuani~ would 
also lose credibility if ·they 
provoked a violent confrontation. 
So, what role. should ,the 
United States play in all this? 
"We share the s~me dilemma 
[as G9rbachevl," Trout declared. 
He went on to say that while the 
U.S. has never ~formally' recog-
nized the Soviet annexation of the 
Baltic Republics, and does sup-
port self-determination of all coun-
tries, there's not much we really 
· can do. 
"[President George] Bush has 
al~ady promised Gorbach_ev that 
he won't mess with domestic 
problems," explained Trout. 
"Now the qu~Stion is-is thi~ a 
domestic problem? Gorbachev 
says yes." 
Ther~has,been a great9-ealof 
comparison in the U.S. pre~s be-
twee.n · Gorbachev's present di.: 
.lemma and .the situation faceq. by 
Abraham Linc_oln when th~ south-
ern states seceded from ~he Union 
130 years ago. However, Trqut 
didn't think comparing Li~huania 
to a state was a good analogy. 
, "A better analogy woµld qe if 
the Sipux nation decided to -se-
cede/' s~id~Trout . . Or any nation 
of American Indians. "We,dip.n't 
ask the Navajos for their land." 
~,..., 
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·canadian e-nviro~·nmentalist ·-speak$ __ o:n .~_:i ~-_ 
. earth thr~atS,'sUggeSts illdiividU.al.Rctfon : 
By Barb Briggs_ 
. The human species is funda-
. mentally changing the earth's 
E:!nvironmertt. ''Wearetakirigmore 
than can be returned," said Tom 
MacMillan~ Canadian Consul 
General to New England, in a 
· speech delivered Tuesday to an 
audience of about 120 in Parsons 
Ha.IL 
MacMillan called· upon the 
leaders and i;:itizens of the United 
States an'd Canada to provide lead-
ership to tackle global environ-
mental problems. 
''The Earth Day 1990 cam-
paign is to encourage people to 
reflect deeply on their attributes 
and values with an eye to achiev-
ing greater harmony with the 
planet," said MacMillan. 
MacMillan, former Canadian 
Environment Minister, has won 
awards in both the U.S. and Can-
ada for his environmental eff~rts. 
His visit to the UNH campus was 
jointly sponsored by the Political 
Science department and the Cen-
ter for International Perspectives. 
Changes in the environment 
are affecting earth creatures large 
and small, said MacMillan. Giant 
redwoods, grizzly bears, moun-
tain gorillas, blue whales, and giant 
octopuses are threatened species. 
Microscopic invertebrates that 
regulate the habitats of larger 
plants and initiate many food 
chains are also threatened; exist-
ing species are disappearing, and 
new~ competing life forms are-
1fRP: aring.; In time,_ the ~igher lif~ 
, t,;forms which depend on these 
' "foundations will also be affected. 
Whole segments of the eco-
sphere are being threatened as well 
as individual species. Tropical rain 
forests are home to one half of all 
, known earth species. In 1900, 
· they covered six percent of the 
earth's total land surface, MacMil-
lan said. This - percentage was 
unchanged since the time of Christ. 
According to MacMillan, by the 
year 2000, half of the planet's tropi-
cal rain forests will no longer ex-
ist. 
Problems exist in the atmos-
phere as well as on land. Emis-
. sions of sulfur dioxide, carbon 
dioxide and Vilrious nitrous ox-
ides are altering the chemistry of 
-the air. 
Sulfur dioxide emissions re-
turn to the earth in the form of acid 
rain. At least 19,000 Canadian · 
lakes have been acidified and no 
longer support plant or fish life. 
An additional 150,000 lakes have 
been damaged, and another 
150,000 are threatened. 
Chlorofluorocarbons are at-
tacking atmospheric ozone. ''The 
ozone layer is thinning more 
quickly than scientists predicted," 
said MacMillan. Although the 
_ total change is · small, just a one 
percent shrinkage causes a four 
percent incretise in skin cancer, 
leukemia and cataracts, he said. 
Greenhouse gases, largely carbon 
dioxide, exist in the atmosphere in 
· increasingly large concentrations. 
MacMillan said that many scien-
tists predict these atmospheric 
-·· changes will result _in a warmer 
planet. If planet warming pro..: 
duced a five foot increase in sea 
;, ;;' level, as predicted by s6rne ~ciJn"' 
; t ists l;mci now occ11niP.ci hv ?.S to 
40 million people would be per-
manently under water. 
In ·spite of the grim data, 
MacMillan is · optimistic about 
solving gfobai' environmental 
problems. He praised theworkof 
the United States in the 1960s (the 
first Clean Air bill, Occupational 
Health and -Safety (OSHA) stan-, 
<lards). He said that the dichoto-
mous position stated at a 1962 
international conference, either 
economic growth or a clean planet, 
has been replaced with policies 
advocating sustainable living and 
sustainable growth. The goal must 
be fo take no more than can be 
returned, he added. 
;'Government action is impor-
tant, but no substitute for what the 
individual -can do," MacMillan 
said. The' audience . reflected a 
broad cross section of concerned 
individuals. 
©1990AT&T 
Freshman James Sumner, a 
zoology major; attended the lec-
ture because he is concerned about 
the en~ironni.ent and about pre-
serving rural areas. 
Business administration ma-
jor Julie Chipman said she would 
be willing to use her car less if that 
would help preserve the environ-
. -m:ent, but cutting back on show-
_ers were be more difficult. 
"Ooooh, that would be . · 
harder," she said. 11Using the car 
- less would be easier." She be-
lieves that when things get ba~ 
enough, the country will start 
doing something about pollution, 
but not until then. 
Sociology professor Larry 
Hamilton also thinks that it will 
take a calamity to get people 
moving on environmental issues. 
MacMILLAN, PAGE 16 
Tom MacMillan, Canadian Consul General to New England, spoke 
on the e~vironment as part of Earth Day activities (Jen Flad, photo). 
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Five million Ethiopians 
· still tormented hy famine 
By Chris O'Neill 
It has been six years since the 
----tr' world awoke to the famine condi-
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tions in Ethiopia that caused over 
a million people to die of starva-
tion in 1984-85. Now, as another 
drought has come and civil war 
continues to hinder relief efforts, 
the specter of wide scale famine in 
Ethiopia is again making head-
lines around the world. 
Yesterday, Robert Buchanan, 
a representative from Oxfam 
America and regional coordina-
tor of the Horn of Africa group, 
spoke to an assembly of about 25 
students in McConnell Hall. The 
purposeofBuchanan'sspeech was 
to inform the public about the 
causesofthefamines,and the ways 
in which concerned individuals 
may help in the relief effort. 
Buchanan has witnessed the 
devastating effects of malnutrition 
on the population of Ethiopia af-
ter having made several trips there 
for Oxfam, the most recent being 
in January. "About five million 
people are presently in danger of 
starvation," he said. "That's close 
to the entire populations of New 
Hampshire, Vermont and Maine 
put together, if my calculations 
are correct." , (Editor's note - It's 
actually twfce the population of 
the states 1i:nerrtioned) 
"If I ~ake one thing clear 
today, I hope it is that drought is 
not the only cause of famine," 
Buchanan said. He went on to 
state that Ethiopia's problems lie 
in three areas: drought, war and 
government policy. "Drought can 
certainly trigger a famine, but it is 
war that perpetuates it." 
Buchanan explained that 
farmers have developed ways of 
dealing with famine in Ethiopia 
because it is such a regular event, 
happeningonceeveryeleven years 
on average. Most farmers store up 
large supplies of grain when there · 
is a good crop year or raise more 
cattle in anticipation of the regu-
larly occurring droughts, accord-
ing to Buchanan. 
The war, however, has made 
farmers leave the villages where 
their grain ' and cattle are, 
Buchanan added. The people can 
no longer make the permanentties 
to the land that will allow them to 
fight the droughts. 
Ethiopia has been torn into 
several sections due to the various · 
factions that are involved in the 
on-going civil war. Factions that 
control parts of the country may, 
or may not, allow groups s~ch as . 
Oxfam to deliver necessary sup-
plies to isolated populations. 
''You can not reach people 
who live on land occupied by the 
opposition," Buchanan said. 
"Seventy percent of the food goes 
through channels that can · not 
deliver it to occupied territories; 
while it is there that 75 percent of 
the people in need are. . What is 
needed is a safe-passage agree-
ment. Wh~t we would really like 
to see is a cease-fire." 
A key point in Buchanan's 
speech_ related to the need for 
---.. long-term agricultural develop-
ment. Helpful advancements in 
the past few years have included 
the simple introduction of pota-
toes as a food crop and a new kind 
of plow that helps to get air into 
the thick, day-rich soil which most 
of the farmers in Ethiopia must 
utilize, The amazingly simple 
variation of a normal plow can 
help raise crop production by up 
to 500 percent. It is ad va!1:cements 
like these that h~lp make Ethio-
pian farmers more self-reliant, 
and will eventually ease the need 
for outside assistance. 
Buchanan urged people to 
take action at the close of his 
sp~ch. "Write letters to your 
congressmen, your senators and 
President Bush/' he said. "Give 
whatever donations you feel you 
can. Every fittle bit has its effect_ 
on the movement to end starva- ~. 
tion." 
MA ..... KE IT IN THE MUB . ' ' . . 
JOIN MUSO 
(Memorial Union Student Organization) 
Be a part· of this .influential group and · help to 
bring· speakers like Spike Lee to ~campus. . ' 
... 
We sponsor lectures, 
MUB movies, .. and the 
photo school--there's 
a position for You! 
Come see us in the MUB, room 148, to pick up an 
application. 
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"I think that if you look at groups would expect," said Burns- The conference . was spon-
higher education, the issues of DiBiasio. "We tend to treat an · sored by the New England Board 
diversity, pluralism, minority minorities the same," she said. of Higher Education, and grew 
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said Burns-DiBiasio. activities as buying cosmetics, "At that conference, we dis-
The discussions centered getting haircuts and attending covered that the Northern tier 
around what northern New Eng- church, said Burns-DiBiasio. states faced a different, difficult 
land colleges are doing to achieve challenge," said Bums-DiBiasio. 
more diverse representation in, DiBiasio believes the univer- "We'reverycomfortablewith 
curricula, staff and student bod- sity. must prepare itself for more the way we are, who we are," saic!_ 
ies. · tension, and perhaps even more Bums-DiBiasio. "When we bring 
"The conference was helpful incidents ofracism as thecommu- in people with differences, many 
to all the colleges," said Van nity becomes more diverse. times those differences aren't 
Ummersori. "The issue (diver- . Van Ummersen said that one appreciated." 
sity) is much under discussion on of the results of the conference All three administrators be-
all college campuses. That was will qe another conference in the lieve UNH is committed to build-
clear from the representation." fall for the state of New Hamp- ing a more diverse community. 
Ritvo gave a presentation shire .only. "If there wasn't a commit-
titled "Creative Tension," describ- "One of th~ things I was dis- ment," said Burns-DiBiasio, "there 
ing the climate of diversity at appointed with was that no New would not be this degree of con-








. OPENING THIS SPRING 
*uNH .Faculty and Staff Golf LEAGUE. 
* Specializing in JUNIOR and 
BEGINNER GOLF Programs * Senior Citizen Day ~dies Day 
t WILDCAT GOLF S_CHOOL .ii and more... o o ,., ...... ,.. ,c : ...... ., For further information call Betty or write: 
Rte. 108, Stagecoach Rd. 
Durham, NH 03824 
(Located 2 miles south of UNH) 659-6565 
May 5, _. 1990 
8:00pm 
Granite State Room 
Tickets on sale Ap.ril 17, 1990, MUB Ticket Office 
$5.00 SAF Students .$10 All Others 
_ presented by Scope 
Will Let Your Career Soar 
As a Continental FLIGHT ATfENDANT your career 
will soar with a starting salary of $14.00 per flight hour. In addition 
to the 83 hours guaranteed for Reserve Flight Attendants. you will 
also receive unique travel privileges. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
• Cmomer Senke Experience • Between 5'0" and 6'2" (fflthout slioes) 
• At leMt 20 years of age • ~ in propmtioo to height 
• A tigh Scmol Diploma· or eqlil'lllent • Visioo COITedable to 20/30 or better 
(2 or 4 year college • inferred) • Fluent in Spamsh or French a plll'i 
All applicants must be willing to relocate to one of th·e following lo-
cations: Houston. TX Denver. CO; Honolulu. Ht Los Angeles. 
CA Newark. NJ; Cleveland. OH or Seattle. WA 
For further information. please send a letter requesting an appli-
cation to: Continental Airlines, Att: Flight Attendant Recruiting 
P.O. Box 4748, Dept. COL, Houston, TX 77210-4748 
~--.... ~ -
CONTINENTAL 
An.Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Two Win _Haaland AWB.rd 
: t :"• . I 
Grant will be us·eclto investigate education 
By Ginni Nussdorfer 
Dedicated to the ·father of 
former University President Gor-
don Haaland, the· first Ole E. 
Haah1nd Award was recently be-
stowed upon Dr. Roland Kimball, 
professor of Education, and gradu-
ate studentJulie Heon. 
The award is intended to be 
presented each year to a suitable 
faculty -and student team. The 
research grant includes $300 to 
pay for expenses generated to 
investigate issues in public educa-
tion. 
According to Heon, Ole E. 
Haaland had a lifelong interest in 
education. Heon added that she 
and Dr. Kimball are working with 
the New Hampshire Alliance for 
Effective Schools, of which Dr. 
Kimball is president, to evaluate 
how well 23 elementary and sec-
ondary schools are being run in 
the state. 
D~. Kimball is finishing his 
second year as the first president 
of the alliance and was a catalyst 
for forming the alliance, said Heon. 
The alliance administers a School 
Improvement Program·(SIP) and 
then evaluates the "impact of the . 
program on schools," said Dr. 
Kimball. 
Heon said that the word 
'evaluation' is judgm~ntal and 
implies "moreofanending". She 
prefers to say that she makes as-
sessments. "Assessment means 
there's a next step." She said it 
was "developmental". 
Dr. Kimbali said that his goal 
is to make "improvements in stu-
dent learning". The first step is to 
!'improve communication withi11 
school staff". 
Heon said she is most inter-
ested in curricula development. 
She is currently researching staff 
development and providing for 
individual differences . for stu-
dents. 
Dr. Kimball has been affili-
ated with UNH for 27 years. He 
plans to retire at the end of this 
year, but will remain" active in the 
Got a list of Complaints? 
Write a letter to the 
Editor. 
field of education." 
He~m said. she ·is currently 
completing her certification in ad-
ministration and supervision. She 
is on sabbatical for 6 months from 
Oyster River Bigh School where 
she taught social studies and math 
to seventh and eighth graders. She 
. is "grateful to Oyster River for 
granting" her sabbatical where she 
has time to take advantage of a 
"stimulating and unique opportu-
nity". · 
· Dr. Kimball's retirement, ac-
cording to Heon, will be a "great 
loss for the University''. She called 
· him, "wealth of information," and 
said, "ithasbeena pleasure to work 
with hJm and share in his work". 
According to Heon, she and 
Kimball will be using the money 
they have received for travel, print-
ing, postage, and supplies. 
Heon said . that the annual 
award places emphasis "not on the 
people" who receive the award, but 
instead "on the project". 




All These Shows--No Help 
Come join one of SCOPE1s Crews 
Production 
0 Security, 0 
Hospitality 
Work on one of these great shows 
and see the· show for f reel 
Meeting Wednesday April 18, 1990 
7:$0 p.m. Hamilton Smith Room 214 
' . 





LOST & FOUND? 








Looking for Energetic, 
Dedicated and Committed 
persons to Join the 
SAFE RIDES TEAM 
-gain valuable experience 
-become more inv0.lved in 
·student life 
-great res·ume material 
-compensated position. $ ·· · 
i·;;jf call 5696 or 5697 · 
or 
ILll Pick up application in 
lEU Safe Rides Mailbox in 
-- baseinent of the MUB. · 
. k . . !, . , . ·-
, ',, 
'[enc£ Our (jarc£en of :friencfship 
.· at the Durham Red Cross•. 
· 10-3 MUB 
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GROW WITH A 
FIRST-RATE TEAM 
,The NAVY HEAL TH CARE TEAM offers a 
professional career plus the unique benefits 
and rewarding lifestyle of a Navy officer. 
• Immediate openings for-Nurses, Physical Therapists, Health 
Care Administrators, Pharmacists, Chemistry, Biology and 
Physics majors, Radiation Health and Pre-Med Students. 
• Excellent medical facilities. 
• Salary and benefits competitive with civilian practice. 
• Navy officer fringe benefits. 
Call for more info: (617) 451-45 l l or,send your resume to: 
Navy Medical Programs Attn: LTC · 
495 Summer Street 
Bostort Ma. 02210~2130 
* 
NAVY OFFICER 
You are· Tomorrow. 
You -are the Navy. 
MACMILLAN, from page 11--
"The answer is electing leaders carbon,dioxidein the atmosphere, 
whoareenvironmentallyliterate," but scientists are pretty evenly 
he said, naming Tennessee sena- divided -about whether that in-
tor Albert Gore as an example. crease will produce global warm-
Chemistry professor James ing, he said. 
Webber saw good and bad in the · Dirk Smith is studying the 
speech. "He expressed his ideas effects of acid rain on the state's 
well and made a lot of good spruce population as part of his 
points,"Webbersaid, "but he was genetics education .. He said that 
a little overblown with excessive hethoughtMacMillandida pretty 
concern in some areas." Webber good job, for a politician. 
said MacMillan's implication that Smith did say, however, that 
the scientific community is united the speech "was more rhetoric than 
about global warming is wrong. substance." 
Everyone agrees that there is mor_e 
Relocating?·Call a Leader in Customer Satisfaction. 
• No Excuse Price 
•· Full replacement value 
protect ion avail able 
• Firm pick-up.~ .delivery 
d·ates · 
• Ask for our conditional Manchester, New -Hampshire 
guarantee of satisfaction Toll Free Dial "1 ~· & Then 
• Local & long d istance 800-3ZZ•OZ61 , 
m oving & sto·rage l CC "I : MC-52793 MG- 12~50S NH MC Nial 3~ 
SUBMISSIONS IN THE GRAFTON ROOM 
OFTHEMUB 
·, 9;:!5 ·-oN,·FRIDA Y~ APRI:t 2ff · 
9f Open·to all UNH students 
.91 ._One wor~. per student 
.- ct:JJ Work_ must be readyto, hang 
rtJJ ·· $3'.00 entry fee, and must ·-·r .· 
volunteer time to watch show 
91 For more information:; call -·· 
749-5144 or 749~3925 
-~ . . 
' ' 
THE.DEPARTMENT OF 
SPANISH AND CLASSICS 
1990 SUMMER SESSION 
SPANISH COURSES . C 
* Spanish 401-01 (Elementary Spanish): 
June 4-July 6, M-F, 8-11 a.m. · 
*Spanish 401-02 (Elementary Spanish): 
June 4-July 6, M-F, 8-11 a.m. 
*Spanish 402-01 (Elementary Spanish): 
July 9-August 10, M-F, 8-11 a.m. 
* Spanish 501-01 (Review of Spanish): 
June 4-July 6, M-Th, 8-1 0 a .. m . . 
- 1990 FALL SEMESTER 
PORTUGUESE COURSES -*Portuguese 401-01 (Elementary Po'rtuguese): 
TR 11:10-12:30; MW 12:10-1 :00 
*Portuguese 503-01 (lnterm~diate Portuguese): 
MWF j0:10-11 :00 
For more information. contact Mary Lou Turcotte. 
. 862-3121. Murkland 209 
Register for summer courses in person beginning 
April 30. DCE. Verrette House. 6 Garrison Ave. 
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Apple®has done it again. 
® 
Now. 
· Even lower prices 
on the Macintosh®Plus 
· and the Macintosh SE. 
/ 
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Stop by the University Technology Center for information 
on how you can own a Macintosh Computer. fll\\' U N I V E R S I T Y 
~ · Tech no ~!i!;so~::1\~ 
l 
C,H990 Applo c:cmpilm, Inc:. Apple logo, and MacintOlh 1n1 rogislmed tndmamb of Applo Omput.Dr, Inc:. 
M-F, 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
(603) 862-1328 • N.H. $800) 24S-7773 
EARN $300, $400, $500 
.0, A WEEK 8' 
atMAMA . LEONE'S 
· RESTAURANT 
(Hampton Beach's busiest & favorite restaurant ... a GREAT place to work this summer!) 
·Mama Leone's is located in Hillcrest Hotel ·(across from children's playground, Hampton Beach, NH) 
COME IN AND APPLY! . 
Saturday and Sunday, WAITRESSES & WAITERS 
April 7th & 8th or April 14th & 15th NEEDED PRE-SEASON 
between11:00am and 3:00pm WEEKENDS 
or call Gus for an appointment at 926-5576 
** Come early an_d get yourself situated for this summer!** 
There's only one choice~•McCabe/Elek 
lilection seaso~ is winding.down. And after a 
remarkably petty debate yesterday, it's apparent that orily 
one .ticket ·will be able-to satisfactorily handle the jobs of 
. Student Body President and Student Body Vice-President. 
a combative opponent of the Greek system, Spartichino 
has softened his tone amazingly; in an attempt at reaching 
a broader aud-ience. The man who once suggested · the_,. 
abolishment of the Greek system now proposes that ittake 
a leadership role in·the commµnity. Such a drastic change 
.. sorely la~king in experience, and . would be ah 'under-
whelming choice for president. His bjggest accomplish-
mertl has been creating the Gr~k Forµm, which hasn't 
·exactly set the campus ori. fire. 'And there are some ques-
tions about how effectively the two can work t~gether . 
Two of the tickets have big weaknesses .. First, let's 
look 0at Spartichino and Seale. Randy Spartichino has al-
ways been an effective campaigner for students' rights, al-
though he has recently acquired a tendency to greatly 
overstate his accomplishments. (For example, he stated at 
the debate that.he was one of oniy four people fighting the 
tuition hike, which did a great disservice to the hundreds , 
who have fiercely battled the action, through rallies and 
· does not .bode well for his presidency. What will he reverse 
his.opinion on next? True, that is riot enough to eliminate 
him from consideration. However, he isn't alone on ,the· 
ticket. 
His running mate, Andy Seale, is a last-second 
addition to the ticket,and it ·shows.-Seale seems like a nice 
fellow, . but he's in . over his head here. · Sadly, his most 
memorable line of the debate was, "He's taking a piss," 
explaining the temporary absence of his running mate. The 
vice-president is an-important position, and Seale' slack of 
experience eliminates his ticket from consideration. 
' .. McCabe and Elek are the .. best bet. McCabe has 
demonstrated a high level o(competence as SAFO Busi--
nessM~ariager, and Elek is a proven workaholic,·a behind-
'. the-scenes leader of the senate:They are well-prepared for 
- the ·expected referendum vote of no-confi~ence in the 
. Student Senate. Their idea fora permanent student trustee 
from UNH, rather than one every three years, is sound. 
And the two work well together; neither, is a weak link. 
. other measures. Also, the way Spartichino spoke, you'd 
think that the MUB basement was turned over to the stu-
dents solely as a result of his giving a han.d-this-over-to-
the-students-within-24-hours ultimatum to Director of 
Campus Planning Victor Azzi.) 
The big question surrounding the Dalton/Var-
ney ticket is, "Why the hell is Dalton the presidential 
.candidate?" Varney completely overshadows her running 
mate, in credentials and past performance, and clearly was 
the more effective debater yesterday. She has distinguished 
herself frequently in Student Senate. If she were the presi-
dential candidate, it might be a different story here. But, in 
effect, Dan Quayle is running for president . . Dalton is 
. · This. is not to say that they're perfect. Their park-
ing garage idea, shared by Spartichino /Seale, is nice but 
"very unrealistic. And their idea for starting a commuter 
: page in this fine paper is a little si:range. (We came up with 
· these possible headlines-"Nasty potholes on 108! Watch 
Spartichino has been a champion of the lawsuit 
against the university system, but that amounts to a public-
ity-grabbing version of shutting the barn door after the 
horse has escaped. And his personal flip-flopping is troub-
lesome. Apart.from his recent GQ-esque makeover, he has 
done a total 180' ·on his opinion of the Greek system. Once 
Out!" or "My drive to school_:_ Ten minutes of bliss" or 
maybe, ''These are the stations I like to:listen to i~ my car.") 
But they have the best-balanced ticket, with no obvious 
handicap. They are two proven hard workers, and they are 
certainly determined. 
In this election, that's enough. 
Christian 
Science is OK 
Dear Editor: 
The editorial of February 
20 regarding the decision of Judge 
Robert Thomas of the Los Angeles 
Superior Court to acquit the parents 
of a child who died while under 
Christian Science treatment was of 
interest to me-in part because I am 
a Christian Scientist but also because 
I received my graduate degrees from 
UNH and am currently teaching 
courses on the Supreme Court and 
the Bill of Rights at Cl~rk Univer-
sity. 
While expressing legiti-
.. ·mate concern for the health and 
welfare ofchildren, the editorial was 
based not so much on the points of 
law that were at issue but on a per- . 
sonal belief th.at the pru.y acceptable -
means of treatment are those af-
forded by modern medicine. I would 
like to speak to both the points of 
law and the assumption that con-
ventional medici_ne is the only rea-:, 
sonable approach to healing. 
The facts of the case were 
central to the judge's decision. Rely-
ing on the testimony of doctors at a 
preliminary hearing,Judge Thomas 
concluded that the seriousness of 
thecondition would not necessarily · 
have been recognized by parents of 
any faith until the child was past the 
poi~t . of recovery. Thomas dis-
missed the case, not as the editorial 
suggested, because "someone up 
above was smiling'' on the parents, 
but because the evidence failed to 
show beyond a reasonable doubt 
that the couple had willfully and 
recklessly endangered the life of 
their child. He was applying estab-· 
lished legal standards, adopted by 
the courts for the purpose of pro-
tecting the rights of the accused. · 
The provisions in the Cali-
fornia ·law that provide for spiritual 
healing have a lengthy history and a 
. strong rational Like many other 
statutes protecting free exercise, 
they were adopted as part of the 
nonnal legislative process. . In this 
case, they reflect not only constitu-
tional considerations but also the 
4 ·-~ •ttl'lrl&l~•\•Di~IIIUIII Nlmi . 
retordofhealingofthosepracticing no useful purpose to society or to Ihave_about20morelittle with b~~ls have more power than 
Christian Science. anyone else in prosecuting parents maple saplings than I can plant on those withc>Ut _them. A_ statement 
That record includes liter- for what was, at worst, an error in Earth Day, and thef re free to any- many would. disagree with .. Ple~~e 
ally thousands of healings of chil- judgment. One might think they one with the time to dig them up. do not use ~his language agam-it is 
dren. In a number of cases,parents have suffered enough." The prose- You can ca,11 me at 8~8-115~. veryoffens~vetomanyofy°,u.rread-
turned to spiritual means for heal- cuting attorney in the case under ers. 
ing because medical science offered · discussion admitted., ''Even if I had Brian M~Master 
little or no hope for recovery. A wonthiscase,youprobablycouldn't Wh d 
. recentsurveyof'published testimo- punish the parents anymore than s/' ' . Y:,~se.-~wor -.. : 
nies of nealings from 1'969-88 :-__ ,_,., they already had' been.'r ' · · , · , , - · · - · · 
involving children and adults - · The questions raised by "balls"? . 
. found that in. more than 20% of the this case - in particular, whether 
cases the conditions had been medi.,. . the family or the state is in the. best 
cally diagnosed. The medically-di- position to make health . decisions . To the. Editor: 
agnosed conditions included a~ong for children or incapacitated adults Why is it that The New 
many others spin:11 meningitis, - have surfaced in a 1mmber of . 
1 d Hampshiremustcontinuallyreceive pneumoniaanddoublepneumonia, legal cases not directly re ate to letters from dismayed readers con-
diabetes, food poisoning, heart dis- spiritual healing. Invariably, these 
- cerning sexism in its articles? I'm order, loss of eyesight from chemi- cases illustrate the fact that health 
ft tired of reading terms such as ''balls" calburns,pleurisy,stomachobstruc- issuesinatechnologicalageareo en to describe acts of bravery ("Good 
tion, eppepsy, goiter, leukemia, more complex than they may ap- b ) I 
malaria, mastoiditis, polio, rheu- pear on the surface. Perhaps all of Grammer" by Bar Briggs · t is a 
Sincerely, ' 





very sexist term suggesting those 
ma tic fever, and ruptured appen- us would benefit from being "more -----------------------------------------~--~ 
;;:.n~:!;:::~~:z;:~~ §:~f Zf ~~i!i;~~l~ :::;:;1,w;P1'1MP!Pllffr~:: 
BOB DURLING, Editor-in-Chief to rely on spiritual means for treat- ing for a plurality of views - even 
ment is not made lightly nor is it a over something as basic as healing 
matter of blind faith. It is based on and the best way to care for chil- GAil ROBERTSON, Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY; Managing Editor 
the healing experiences that have dren. TERRI DANISEVICH, News Editor KATHY HALEY, News Editor 
occurred in families for more than a 
hundred years now. Rather than 
hoping for a "miracle", parents who 
choose Christian Science treatment tory 
KIM ARMSTRONG, Sports Editor " HEATHER GRANT, Sports Editor 
do so for much the same reason that 
other parents have come to rely on 
medical care-because it has proven 
effective in many lives involving a 
· wide variety of conditions and 
circumstances. 
· Judging from numerous 
articles in daily newspapers .and 
lengthy discussions in respected 
medical journals, it would be wrong 
to assume that modern medicine 
has all the answers, as the editorial 
implied. Dr. Eugene D. Robin, of 
Stanford University Medical School, 
in an article written in June 1988 . 
regarding the several suits brought 
against Christian Science. parents, 
reminds doctors of their far frQm 
flawless record and urges them to 
be "more compassionate and 
humble and less arrogant." 
Christine L. Compston 
Assistant Professor of His-
MIKE PARNHAM, Photo Editor BEN FRAZI.ER, Photo Editor 
LAURA DEAME, Arts Editor KRISTI SUDOL Forum Editor 
· DENISE BOLDUC, Advertising Manager 
MICHAEL LYONS, Business Manager 
Plant those Advertising Associate• News Reporters Christine Leinslng Michelle Adam 
Sofia Piel Melissa Bone 
Melissa Sharples Barb Briggs 
Graphic ·Managers- lshl Burdett 
Marie Garland Sandy Cutshall 
trees 
Kimberly HIiiey Birger Dahl 
· Graphic Assistants Elyse Decker 
In response to the envi- Kim Cilley Alyssa DeVlto 
1 k h k I. I • KifTlGilbert ronmental page ast wee ~ I t in - Me 1ssa nghs stocy Grugnale 
· Jennifer Macfarlane 
planting trees on Earth Day is a fore- News Briefs Editor Mike Guilbault · 
To The Editor: 
sighted idea,a beautifulsymbol,and Anita Davies ~::aH~Y~ 
h. b d f b t 1 t' Circulation Manager somet mg to e prou o , u e s Suzanne Lee stephanle Igoe 
not kid ourselves about trees ability Assistant Circulation Managers April Jacobs 
· h d Ed Sawyer stacy Kendall to mitigate t e amounts an types Michael Gemme Colleen Marquis 
of pollution we produce in locations Photographers Sarah Merrigan 
}i).Q · · t ( h · h £ Michelle Adam Chris O'Neil e our mcmera or w IC was ea- Don Carlson Michelle Purdum 
· tured in the photo accompanying Jen Flad Colleen Sebastian 
the article). Trees are at the mercy of Blaise T. Mosse Julie Stilphen 
Ed Sawyer John Robert 
dioxin and h~avy metal contamina-. Staff Reporters Erin Sullivan 
tion just as we are. Planting trees is John Doherty . On The Spot Editor 
l · · f d ' 1 k Neal McCarthy Jena DelPrete no so ut10n 1 we on t a so wor to Cartoonists Assistant Business Mgr. 
generate · fewer of the toxic com- Jeff Harris Emilia A Keleman 
pounds which thre~ten both them John Hirtle Copy Editors 
Kurt Krebs Sandy Cutshall 






























Robin concluded his ar-
ticle by observing, "as someone who 
is not a Christian Scientist, I can see and us. We need not only more Environmental Paga Editor · Ellen Harris 
trees, butfewe~incineratorsandcars. a.;;;Dav=id;:.:Po~sa~da=--------K-iis_te_n_w_ae_lde ____________ _. 
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'. BillDalton _and Kim Varney . . ■ s election time draws near, you may be asking 
yourself which tkket your will choose for Student Body 
· .. P.fesident and Vice President. When making your deci-
sion, the tick~t of Bill Dalton and Kim Varney ~,sks you to 
remember· t*-'o key words-:--lead_ership and results; as 
these two are, SY.nonymous with Dalto_n and Va\,rney. ' 
. Leadership is the backbone of our ticket; For 
· three years, Bill_:balton has led his fraternity, ACACIA, to 
become the award \:Vinning fraternity it is today. As presi-
dent, Bill protected the integrity of his house and that of the 
Greek system in dealing with the administration and the 
University Greek Advisor. As an Inter-Fraternity Council 
representative, bill has t~en an active role in protecting · 
the streng.t]J, ~f the Greek system and preserving its image 
on campus: As a student senator, Bill took the lead in or-
ganizing the. first Greek Forum; and served the needs of 
commuter students by working on the first Commu·ter 
Week. As a member of the Parking Appeals Board, Bil.1 
protects student interests in the complicated area of park-
ing by pointing ou,t problems in the pa_rking system. Bill 
Dalton offers the leadership and experience necessary to 
serve the student body as President. 
As a third year student senator, Kim Varney has 
led the student body in a wide spectrum of areas. As one 
of the first Freshman Senators, Kim took the lead in letting 
the freshman voice be heard. As founder of the FreshStart · 
program, Kim put her orgaNizational skills to the test and_ 
· served the n~eds of freshmen. As Chairperson of Sena\e' s 
Health and Human Services Council, ·Kim-has been instru-
mental in organizing events such as the Safe Nights Speak-
Out in response to the sexual assaults. Kim was instrumen-
tal fa planning the rally in Concord, to · protect student · 
interests at the state level. Kim heard the needs of interna-
tional students by providing them with full lottery exemp-
tion. Recently;· Kim has been working to provide a resi-
.. dence hall exclusively for students who do not drink or use 
drugs; both to aid those who are recovering addicts and to - • 
· support those who.do not use. Touching on a wide area of 
· concerns, Kim Varney has the leadership skills it takes to 
serve as Student Bady Vice President. · 
Results are the key to successfully representing 
the student body. The first step to gaining results is realistic 
ideas. The ticket of Dalton and Varney holds realistic ideas 
for solving the problems of the University. Our platform 
outlines issues facing the University and proposes realis- · 
tic solutions. · · 
The University budget and the mid-semester 
· tuition hike are pressing subjects on student's minds. Both 
Bill and Kim took first s~eps · back in January to fight· the 
budget cuts. Through the rally and meetings with legisla-
tors, the cuts were reduced from the original of 10% to the 
current 7.5%. We supported a proactive move to protect 
the University budget. Now, we must work both at the 
University level and the State level to preserve our tuition 
. dollars. · 
On the University level, th~ ticket of Dalton and 
Varney will work with theAdministration to;protect stu-
dent services and programs. With the possibility of vertical 
cuts-- on the. horizon, services will be lost if. they are , not 
·. protected. Advising/ Career Planning . and . Placement, 
Counseling, SHARPP, ACc;EsS, and T ASk are ·but, a few 
student services that could ppssibly be .cut. We will repre-
sent the student voice in the decision making process. 
, Areas such as the Chancellor's Office can be trimmed to 
make more money available for students. Dalton ·and 
Varney will ensure protection of student dollars . . 
.. On the state level; theticketofDaltonand.Varney 
will take a proactive approach 'with the-State. By im:ple-
. menting a student intern position in Concord, the student 
body can be made aware of issues facing UNH long before 
legislation is passed. We need to know the issues before it 
is too late. Rallies and petitions are made more effective if 
done from the start; not after the fact. We need the student 
voice to be heard in Concord at all times; the ticket of 
Dalton and Varney will put it . there; . 
University Felations with the town of Durham 
have been put to the test . With the passing of the new 
Zoning law, students are being "zoned out" of Durham. 
Displacement of students out of Durham and into sur-
rounding communities, such as Newmarket, Lee, and 
Dover only increases the need for parking on campus. As 
a result, the ticket of Dalton And Varney. proposes to not 
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Brian McCabe and Ann-Marie Elek 
llhete~m,ofB~a~McCabeandAnn-MarieElekare · · hamTownCouncil,UniversityAdministrators,andmany 
applyingforthejobofStudentBodyPresidentandStudent students concerning this new change and are making 
Body Vice President. This platform displays their g0als plans to reverse the d~cision~ 
andq:m~erIJ.SlQJ,ithe~n.ti:r:estudentbodx.McC~bea~,...dE,:Iek.7 LIBRARY -: .,, ·d'·' . , . , ·,, "' , . •,. . · ... , . ·-. . 
'als8 liaye inany.-ideas for tne·probleins affectin!( special '·, ' A University li~rary should r~presen! the aca-
interest,groups on campus (such as Greeks and Commuter demic mission of a univ~rsity. The UNH library is a dis-
Students). No matter where your interests are, McCabe grace. The administration has verbally stated they are 
and Elek will be working for you. committed to improving the library yet when budget cuts 
BUDGET need to be made the library is always. the first to be hit. 
In the last two years UNH has experienced ex- McCabe and Elek will work to ensure that funds for the 
treme budget cuts of 7.5%. The UNH administration has library will be protected. McCabe and Elekwill also look 
·· already planned for more cuts··next year. We must be pre- intowherethe$50lateregistrationfeemoneyisgoing,and 
pared to see cuts in services and increases in fees and redirect it to the library, where it was originally allocated. 
tuition. We·will work to make sure academic programs PERMANENT TRUSTEE 
and student services are not dramatically affected by these Currently, UNH, Keene, and Plymouth share a 
cuts. In addition to next year's budget crisis, the nextSBP student trustee, who is a voting member of the University 
and SBVP wilf'play a major role in the budget process for System of New Hampshire- (USNH) Board of Trustees. 
the 1991-1992 biennium. McCabe and Elek have proven Seventy percent of the USNH operating budget is allo-
budget experience and are determined to protect the aca- cated to UNH, yet we only have a student member once 
demic integrity of the University. McCabe and Elek will every three years. McCabe and Elek will work to obtain a 
also work to install a tuition cap, similar to ones at other permanent studenttrustee,and would like to seethe UNH 
universities. Manchester included in the rotation with Keene and Ply-
DURHAM ISSUES mouth. 
Many commuter students want to live in Dur- DIVERSITY 
ham, but are unable to be accommodated. In recent years1 In order to grow and adjust to the world around 
the Durham Town Council has passed ordinances restrict- us, we need to experience different views, cultures, and 
ing student housing. Most recently, the council has changed people. UNH is not providing this for us. McCabe and Elek 
the zoning ordinance to halt the building of any new supporttheDiversityGeneralEducationProposalthatthe 
student housing. McCabe and Elek have already talked Student Senate Academic Affairs Council has been re-
with land owners, the Student Representative to the Dur- searching. This will not increase the riumber of General 
Education Requirements, but will enhance them with a 
diversity option. McCabe and Elek will work to implement 
this proposal for he 1991-1992 academic year. · 
ADVISING 
· · UNH needs a united advising system where all 
students can get the same advice on policies, procedures, 
and decisions. A first step to accomplish this would be to 
make a booklet for all faculty advisors to use when assist-
ing their students. Next; to expand the University Advis-
ing Center to include peer advisors year round to help 
students make choices they need to make. · 
Brian is. the business manager for the Student 
Activity Fee Organization, which has an operating budget 
of $850,000. He developed a financial policy for all Student 
Activity Fee Organizations. It is his job to ~nsure that all the 
money undergraduates pay in the Student Activity Fee is 
allocated and spent properly. Brian has also written an 
investment policy for the $300,000 students have in re-
serves. 
Ann-Marie is the Executive Officer (Chiefof Staff) 
of Student Senate. She is also forming an ad hoc committee 
with people from Freshman Camp, RA' s, and FreshStart in -
an effort to communicate student concerns to the Fresh-
man Orientation Steering Committee. 
McCabe and Elek have proven they can work 
with the administration. Now the administration will have 
· to work with us. Vote McCabe and Elek-leaders who will 
work to preserve the academic integrity of the university. 
. Spai-tiChillo . and .Seale 
m ~=. we vote next week, it's crucial that we all We have the opportunity to make real change, to student senate bureaucracy apd won't make waves with 
realize that we are voting not for who we like the most, make our mark in history for claiming students' rights. the administration. 
who is most popular, or who is most experienced in When . we vote we honestly do have a chance to make But if we feel that it's time the students had a say 
holding offices. When we vote, we are essentially voting things better for us all and for those who follow in our in the decisions affecting our education, our community, 
on the quality of education and the quality of community· footsteps here. When we vote we·can look inside ourselves and our lives that the choice is obvious. If we feel that we 
life at UNH. We are truly doing our school and ourselves and ask what is it that we really want for our school. We can need leaders who will stand for our rights on every occa-
a great disservice if we don't vote for a change in the way choose the ticket that labels itself "realistic" or the ticket sion, leaders who will hear our voice on every issue and in 
students are treated and student needs addressed. To vote that has pledged to continue the policies of the current every forum, leaders who will not yield to the obstacles 
for "more of the same" is to lock o_ur course into a plum- student body administration. If we like the way things are , and impositions that we're faced with mote and ni.ore 
meting tail spin. Unless we take this opportunity to redi- going and want things to· continue then either of these every day-then the choice is dear; Spartichino and Seale 
rect our~lves we will only continue to lose our services, tickets will do just fine; they're experienced at running the on April 17 and 18. · 
our representation, and our self-respect. 
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Make an educated choice 
n am writing to address the . student apathy 
regarding the student body elections that are being held on 
April 17th and 18th. The lack of interest in the el~tion is 
clearly apparent. First o.f all, the turn out for the recent 
Meet The Candidates' was pitiful. The first meeting at 
Stoke Hall gathered only about 40 people, many of whom 
were already working for and/ or supporting a ticket. The 
following meetings were even worse; about 10 people 
, showed up for the second Meet The Candidates (held in 
the MUB), and the third Meet the Candidates (to be held in 
the Devine Niche) was cancelled because no one outside 
the eo.1npaign staffs showed up; about 15 people attended 
the 4th Meet the Candidates in Williamson. This was even 
after tickets went door to door those days, informing 
residents of the event that night. 
These forums were only one hour a piece. Only 
65 people could take one hour to become informed. ONE . 
HOUR-how many hours a week does the average student 
spend ''hanging out"?? 
planned presentations, and effective and insightful question 
answering that all three tickets provided us. 
• It would be easy to blame lack of awareness for 
poor turn outs. This cannot be done, however, because all 
of these events were extremely well advertised. There 
were numerous ads and personals placed in The New 
Hampshire, as well as over 1500 flyers posted in every 
residence hall and every academic building on campus. 
All advertising was done well in advance of the event 
dates. 
For senator positions, only eighteen (18) 
commuter senator petitions were turned in for thirty (30) 
spots. About half of our student population is commuters 
and only eighteen people han,ded in petitions. Not only • 
were these positions advertised in The New Hampshire for 
six weeks, but deadlines were extended to allow for 
additional senatorial candidates. 
This· response in unbelievable considering the 
complaints and excuses I hear from .students. Students 
by Beth A. Clark 
complain because they want things to be· done are are 
dissatisfied with student government. With thirty-seven 
(37) off-campus positions and thirty (30) resident positions 
open, there is great opportunity for anyone to get involved 
and make changes. 
· So many people say that they do not know who to 
vote for or that they are not going to vote at all because they 
do not know the issues or the cand.idates' positions. DO 
NOT USE THIS AS YOUR EXCUSE! 
Although the Meet TheCandidatesand the Debate 
are over there is still time to find out what is going on. All 
of the Student Body President and Student Body Vice-
President tickets have printed platforms available. Pickup 
the platforms, read them, talk to the candidates and make 
an educated choice. 
As students, these are your representatives, .it is 
up to you to pick the ticket that will best represent you. 
Beth A. Clark is the student body e'lection coordinator. 
.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. ·.·.·· ··· ·········· ·-·.·.· 
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These forums are designed for you, the student 
body. They work to educate and inform undecided 
students. All of the candidates took time out from their 
very busy schedules because they felt that it was important 
to have informed voters. It is a shame that only the election 
committee and campaign staffs benefitted from the well . li!l[i),::;;'.'.'/. ,• •. ·;·\••;,;· il!!i' : .. ;;;:iiii .. lllll■l!ll:flillllllllli······••\t 
--------------------··!!lliil~!~llil■l~lil1llllllllllllllllllllll lllll : Fi~iiiiii~•ij@!i&~~~i\Ri!~i~~l~I 
Polling places 
and times: 
McConnell Han l l am-4pm 
Kingsbury Hall -11 am-4pm 
Dimond Library 11 ar:n-4pm 
Stoke Hall 11 am-4pm 
MUB · 11 am-6pm 
Stillings 11-1, 4-6 
Philbrook 11- l , 4-6 
Huddleston 11-2, 4-6 
::::::::::::::;:::;:::::: 
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only maintain but imptove the current COAST bus 
system to meet student's needs. By reducing the cost 
of faculty and staff passes, utilization may increase; 
thus reducing the number of cars per parking spot. 
Parking is a student problem and and must be solved 
by students. The ticket of Dalton Varney will strive 
to protect current student lots and improve the Kari-
van system to meet the needs of the students. 
Safety is an issue ori our platform as well. It 
is important for the University community to realize 
that safety needs continual attention. Dalton and 
Varney will see that the safety becomes a. University 
priority. To begin, the town of Durhampledged. to 
increase lighting. W ~ will see that they keep to their 
word. We will fight to prevent the consolidation of 
the University Police and . the Durham Police 
Departments, as it will be detrimental to the Escort 
System and the UNH Conduct system as well. 
Students will not benefit from such a consolidation; 
and our ticket will work to prevent it from happening. 
A further step taken by our ticket is to create a 
stu~ent Buddy System. Through this system, students 
would sign a contract for safety, similar to that of 
SADD's Contract for Life. This contract will specify 
that the undersigned agree to escort the others 
anywhere on campus. Not only will this buddy 
System increase awareness, but it will also keep 
students safe. 
More importantly, the ticket of Dalton and 
Varney will be working for you. We want to hear 
from you, our constituents,. on any issues you feel are 
important. We will maintain an open door policy 
and implement a referendum policy for major issues 
facing the student body. This way, students, not just · 
the Student Senate, can vote on the issues. We are 
candidates for STUDENT BODY President and Vice 
President; and if elected, pledge to represent your 
concerns. We want to see students take a more active 
role in the decision making process, and will not lpse 
sight of th.e needs of our constituents. 
The ticket of Dalton and Varney holds diverse 
leadership experience and realistic goals. We want to 
preserve the integrity of the University, and ensure 
students are receiving the most for their dollar. We 
believe effective leadership begins with realistic ideas,-
and ends with results. For leadership and RE SUL TS, 









By Philip Fujawa Jr. 
When the Perseverance 
TheaterperformedattheJohnson 
Theater Monday night Wile E. 
Coyote got a whole new image. 
When they performed -"Coyote 
Builds North America" they took 
the modern image of the coyote as 
a fool or clown and combined it 
with the Native American legends . 
about this e::haracter'. 
;, In . a performance that 
combined music;· modern. dance, 
and narration, Perseverance 
provided an ·exciting and 
extremely uncpnventional means 
of entertainment. While the 
stories'f~!pjq~the great acts Coyote 
. · has performed to help man, they 
also addressed e:v:_erything from 
his flatulence to his overactive sex 
drive a~d never failed to catch.the 
audience off guard. Gary Wa~d 
told the nine· stories in a very 
relaxed manner while two dancers 
·giv•e · ·highlx· · energetic 
interpretationsof~achstory. Four 
·mt1sidans, who' wer~ :also on 
•,;:1:, ·. -·; ~t~~, provided a$ooddeaioft_he 
' · · atm.ospherean9el\ergythestones 
,;,,, .... •\-·, , 
:, I 
had, focusing heavily on the use of 
percussion. 
· The fact that ·all the 
pe'rformers from narrator to 
musician were on the stage at all 
times was another way that the 
dance/theater/music piece ,· 
surprised us. The narrator and 
musicians were both-active in the 
dancer's routine and as well as 
with one another. This. interaction · 
is what made these sometimes 
uninteresting stories enjoyable. In 
a performance that I'm sure some 
people would find borderline 
offensive, the ~ostum~d dance.rs . 
•, went fr~m thrusting ~hl.'le lying' . ·'•"' ·,;,. 
on top of musicians to bouncing 
on the laps of audi~nce memb_er. 
While it · is safe to say that. this 
. work is not 'for the weak at heart; 
it's never tasteless, btft ~t may not 
be a piece fo~_ ~hi.ldre~: : .,., 
· 'In the end the best way · ;· 
to describe the experience is as a 
highly energetic, unconventional _ 
_ approach to Native Amertcan , · 1 l~ 
folklore. 
T. ·v• -''Tw- . : P · ·k '' . _ . s -·_ 1n ea s 
Th~ ghastly brought to commercialdom 
By Sean Carroll 
David Lynch, 
Hollywood's· enfant terrible ,made 
his assault on the small screen last 
Sunday with the premiere ofTwin 
Peaks on ABC. Lynch's works 
include 1977's Eraserhead and 
Blue Velvet, touted as the most 
talked about film in 1986. Hardly 
the most likely choice for the 
director of a pilot, but for some 
inexplicable reason, the industry 
that never takes risks took a big 
one on Lynch. 
Twin Peaks is a strange 
take on a couple of television 
genres. Part soap opera and part 
mystery, it is all Lynch. On the 
face of it, Twin Peaks is the story 
of a northwestern mill town from 
which the show _takes its name. 
The cast is a large interwoven 
tapestry from all the social strata 
· ofthetown,frommillownerJosie 
Packard, playec;i by Joan Chen, 
China's biggest film star, to Ed, 
owner of Ed's Gas Palace, who 
has a crazy wife with a pirate's 
eyepatch. Everyone in t]:le town 
seems to have something to hide, 
from drug problems to some 
shady pasts involving 
pornography and blackmail, and 
there is nary a monogamous 
relationship in sight. The 
incidental plot device that 
provides an excuse for the show is 
the murder of the homecoming 
queen, who washes up on a beach, 
wrapped up nude in a plastic tarp. 
This probably sounds 
like the basic description of every 
soap opera ever, and it is in a 
sense, in the same way that Blue 
Velvet was. As Lynch said in the 
October 1986 issue of Film 
Comment, "Some people may 
have this stuff in them, but they 
li~e it through television or 
movies ... to satisfy the urge. So it's 
one step removed and they don't 
get their hands dirty: .. The people 
watching the soap operas are 
digging this sick stuff so much, 
and they understand it-and if they 
had the chance, they would do the 
· same sick stuff." Lynch invades 
the territory of the soaps in a way 
many viewers-both soap watchers 
and others- may find unnerving. 
Theymay,infact,find thatitmakes 
them feel dirty after all. The 
. quirkin~ss of Twin Peaks keeps 
the viewer off balance, and makes 
the almost dispassionate view of 
the machinations of the story make 
it very difficult. to feel comfortable 
with the story. Lynch resists the 
temptation to manipulate the 
audience in the crude way most 
soaps do, and leaves viewers 
feeling lost. _ 
Although Twin Peaks 
has so far come nowhere near the 
shock value of Blue Velvet, it 
combines , the pathos of the 
murder investigations and all the 
sordid details that go along with 
it, with some bizarre humor, 
mixes them together and blends 
them together un-til the ~ 
distinction becomes fuzzy in an 
uneasy way. 
Kyle Maclachlan, as 
FBI agent Daie Cooper, is the 
embodiment ot this strange 
quirkiness. He is a strange mix of 
wide-eyed boy, dictating hi~ 
amazement at the douglas firs 
(''They have the most amazing 
trees here. What kind of trees are 
these? I've got to find out!") and 
an almost spookily intense , 
dedication to his job. He ·and 
Twin Peaks Sargeant Harry S. 
Truman (played by UNH 
graduate and former Wildcat 
hockey player Michael Ontk~an) 
are the thread twists throughout 
the whole show, holding it 
together. 
The story moves at its 
own strange pace, lazily 
unfolding ever more confusing 
details of the murder and the 
near incestuous intertwining of 
relationships. Is the 
homecoming queen a drug 
dealer, a blackmailer? Could be, 
but Lynchgivesverylittleaway. 
He has mahged to jump into the 
far more leisurely pace of a series 
with surprising ea·se. The 
transition is no doubt aided by 
the presence of cowriter and 
coexecutive producer Mark Frost 
who also . worked on Hill St. 
Blues, which was one of the few 
shows in recent memory that 
didn't seem compelled to wrap 
everything up neat and tidy in a 
single episode. The padng of 
Twin Peaks is perfect, revealing 
just enough to make you 
insatiably curious, and no more. 
All of this is very nice 
but it still doesn't answer the 
question, why would ABC take 
such a chance on a man who has 
repulsed millions? A man who 
might (gasp) offend people. It 
would ·be nice to think that the 
po~ers that be have finally · 
realized that television need not 
be mindless trash, in fact was 
not always so. You might even 
hope that they had bothered to 
watch some of the . great old 
productions; when a television 
extravaganza meant Rod Steiger 
in Marty, from an original script 
for • live television by a talented 
author like Paddy Chayevski. In 
fact, Marty was later made into 
movie. Imagine that. Movies 
based on T.V. Can you imagine a 
m_ovie based on The Father 
Dowling Mysteries, or Rescue 911? 
Of course not you say, but for 
~ome reason people put up with, 
even devour such hack ridden 
· productions. These days a 
television extravagaza -means a 
presold adaptation of 
mindnumbing bestsellers with the 
dubious star attraction of Richard 
Chamberlin. Maybe hoping for 
such a renaissance in the days of 
market analysis is a bit much to 
hope for, but Twin Peaks is still a 
glimmer of hope in the near infinite 
void of television programming. 
We can only wait to see how the 
rest of the of run goes, in its 
Thursday9:00 slot. Still,anyshow 
thatcanbeatoutJesusChristCTwin 
Peaks beat out the inevitable rerun 
of Jesus of Nazareth by a 3 to 1 





Friday April 13th:"The Goblin Market" 
Hennessey Theatre, 8p.m. 
Monday April 16th: The David Parsons 
Dance Company. 8p.m., Johnson 
Theatre . 
. ~ I Music 'J?sview I 
Public Enemy 
Is In Full 
Effect 
: By Philip Fujawa Jr. album. Buthe'sbackwithP.E.for 
PublicEnemyisbackand Fear, no longer with the title of 
in full force. Rap's most Ministeroflnformation, but as the 
·stuff., 
Column 
. '. ~~::~;:~~: ::~ ~:i::s:::::, Last Asia;:~::~:~veralsingles IIJ 
· It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hout released since their last LP and 
Us Back. WithFearof ABlackPlanet . combines them witha widevariety 
P.E. continues to move forward of new originals. Among the 
with harder sounds ·and previously released material on 
continually more serious songs. the album are extended versions 
P.E. is back to their of "Fight the Power" from Spike 
original personnel after Lee's Do The Right Thing and 
speculation that the band would "Welcome to the Terrordome". 
. not get back together after they With the exception of 
disbanded last summer. The "Pollywanacraka" the album is 
temporary break-up had to do unmistakable P.E. Chuck D.'s 
withP.E.memberProfessorGriff's voice booms lyrics that address 
anti-semitic rem.arks in a every subject from inter-racial 
· newspaperinterview. Thegroup's childbearing to black film to the 
existencewasonandoffforseveral AIDS epidemic. Havor Flav still 
weeks with Griff in and out of the serves to echo and reinforce Chuck 
group. For the time being Griff on the majority of songs, but cuts 
has gotten his solo career in order, loose on two tracks. In the past, 
moving to Luke Skywalker when Flav did an entire song on 
recordings and releasing his own his own, they were the lightest 
Look closer and see what you get: Pubbc Enemy _ . . ,. · 
songs 9n the album. But on Fear, 
his most prominent work, !'911 is 
a Joke," he talks about' problems 
getting emergency help when you 
need it. 
Once again Terminator · 
X gives P.E. one of the biggest 
sounds in all of rap. His 
multilayered mixes get thicker 
every time P.E. releases something 
new. The album is rich with 
samples from previous P.E. 
material as well as bits from a talk 
radio broadcastthJ.tmakeup most 
of the instrumental piece, 
"Incident at 66.6 FM". All I can 
say is that even though Chuck and · 
Flav are the heart of P.E., 
· Terminator X is its soul. · 
With Yo! Bum Rush the 
Show, the group looked 
occasionally at serious issues, but 
a good amount of the material 
focused on themselves and their 
· (Olds) 98. It Takes a Nation of 
Millions ... showed P.E. addressing 
what was and is hard and real, but 
with Fear of a Black Planet they get 
harder and more serious than any 
. of their previous material. · . 
Fear of A Black Planet 
shows that the group doesn't 
simply place the blame on others 
but looks within the black 
community to. help solve the ~-
problems that they _talk about.· 
Overall Fear of A Black 
Planet is P .E.' s strongest effort to 
date and an album you must have 
if you even remotely like rap 
music. 
i' 
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By J.W. M~rss . 
, The Joneses play red~ 
blooded, whitehot,blues:.based 
rock:-and yes, made in the USA. 
Still, many listeners and more 
than a few critics ha_ve tagged 
them as sounding like the Paul . 
Rodgers"'.led B:r:itish band Bad 
Company. Of course, Bad 
Company is now without Paul 
Rodgers, and the Joneses are _ 
• without a ,doubt a hard rock 
force to be reckoned with for 
the nineties. 
The four guys who are 
the "Joneses" have paid their 
dues playing in renowned 
Boston area bands including the 
Nervous Eaters and Wil-lie 
Alexander's 'Boom Boom' Band 
the past decade. The guys 
eventually got together last year 
at Sound Side Recorders · in 
Lawrence Massachusetts to 
record some songs by lead 
singer/rhythm guitarist David 
Finnerty. Things jelled and 
even started to roll when the 
demo "Don't You Know'' was 
picked up by WBCN and 
topped their local playlist for a 
while. 
Through the auspices 
of New York lawyer /manager 
David Sonenberg, the Joneses 
were signed by Atlantic, which 
set the band up at the Power 
Station in New York to record 
their debut Hard. When you 
listen to Hard, you're struck by 
the strong hooks which allow 
for sizzling guitar runs by Billy 
Loosigian. Unfortunately, 
probably the weakest cut was 
picked as the first single. Still, 
the standout tracks are "Step pin 
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The Hard New.Sounds 
of the Joneses 
David Finnerty (left) and Billy Loosigian (right) of the Joneses (photo by J.W. Morss) 
~ I Music ~view' I 
Depeche Mode: 





Out" (metal with no mayo) ·and 
the "Bollweevil Stomp" which 
sounds Ukean un,squeezed Lemon 
Song. -
- The Joneses just came 
.through Durham last week oil their 
way to play Decadence in Dover 
Thursday. Icaughtthebanddown 
in Beverly Massachusetts at 
Grover's the following night. The 
band was frank and loose in the 
dressing room before the show. 
Bassist Brad Ballen cut everyone 
else up in the room with his wicked 
impersonations and bizarre 
reminiscences. Billy Loosigian 
theorized carefully about music 
past and present as only a seasoned 
player could. 
The band bulldozed their 
way through the Hard material 
culminating in an astounding jam 
on · "Hard Road" where Brad 
Hallen engaged in some serious . 
interplay with Loosigian which 
recalled other extended classics 
1ike Savoy Brown's "Louisiana 
Blues" and the James Gang's 
dynamic cover of the Y ardbirds' 
"Lost-Woman." This band is truly 
a band, evinced by John Sands' 
polished drum work and David 
Finnerty giving his guitar to 
Loosigian after Billy broke a string. 
Although Free's ''Fire And Water'' 
for the first encore probably came 
as no surprise to anyone, their 
second encore, Hendrix's "Manic 
Depression," was an unforeseen 
delight. This version was il.ot 
fudged in the least, and many in 
the audience responded as if they 
knew this. If you don't know it 
I'm telling you now: "if you don't 
keep up with these Joneses, then 
you might as well not keep up"' 
with an thin at all. 
By Andrew M. Champagne , 
It is really rather amazing. If you had gone to Los Angeles during spring interim, you would have been overwhelmed by a Depeche Mode infestation ... it 
was literallythe word on the st~t. When it was pronounced that D.M. wasto appear for an album-signing conference of sorts, everyone, I mean everyone, including 
this humble critic, had intentions on going, if only to merely catch a glimpse of the very star which burns so brightly- the hottest California ticket, next to pinktofu. 
4000 people appeared in just over an hour, which ultimately appended to a mass of 17,000 ... Zowie! (No, your prolific narrator did not get a chance to see them, but 
he did acquire their most recent release on CD. A well founded gamble, nonetheless, for if the event had not occurred, you, the reader, would not be hearing of this. 
But enough nonsense ... ) If the French can trip over themselves because of such maniacal confluence, it must be worth talking about, right? 
To speak of their latest release, Violator consists of elements which very accurately reflect the message they have for so long conveyed. Without question, 
M.L. Gore is a lyricist not readily dismissed, for each writing attempt further portrays his desire to reach out toward the listener and attaining some altruism with 
theaudience.Notablewords:"andintheglowofthemoon/knowmydeliverancewillcomesoon/I'mwaitingforthenight ... ~' Asplendidexampleofhissongwriting 
talent. · 
Unless you have been at the end of the line, it seems likely you have heard their FM breakaway, "Personal Jesus". A very catchy tune; one that is not easily 
overplayed, even by pop music standards. Essentially, it is an uncanny, if not uncommon encouragement for society to conform to some faith: "Reach out and touch 
faith / your own _Personal Jesus" This fully demonstrates the attitude which Gore, and presumably the other D.P. members, are enlisting all of us to adopt. 
Another single receiving heavy airplay: "Break the Silence". This is an example of Gore's introspective attitude toward that mind-enclosing feeling we've 
all felt at onetiil\e or the next. "Words like violence/ break the violence / come crashing in / into my life ... " such words do indeed permeate everyone's own emotional 
insecurities. 
"Waiting for the Night" is plainly an excellent song, the type that allows you to forget to turn off th~ lava lamp after completion. Finally, "Clean" justifies 
the purity and completeness of the album. It is a wonderful example of how comdinated and tight a techno-centric band should be. 
Plainly the lyrics deserve the heaviest dtation, but they are well-accomodated by the gloss-sty~e music. Expect no less from the group: their musical synthesis 
' is a deliverance of phonetic energy, articulate and continuous, riveting and madrigal. Each track fully demonstrates their ability to extract rudimentary patterns of 
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.. WHO'S GOT THE AREA'S BEST DARN BBQ . 
AND FRIED CHICKEN TAKE-OUT? . · 
*****.********************** 
WHO'S GOT THE HOTTEST 'BUFFALO · 
· · WINGS AROUND? 
*************************** 
HOW ABOUT THE "BIGGEST AND BEST" 
SUBS-SYRIANS-BULKIES? 
. . 
11 THE . CHOICE IS CLEARil . _....., 
COMING 
SOON!!! 
· LATE NIGHT FOOD 
We will be OPEN 24 
. ~- HOURS on Thursday, 
· Of~ Friday and Saturday! For 
· . all your Food, Snack & 
_ Grocery Needs! 
· CONVENIENT· SUPER STORE ST~~}tiiRs_ 
38 MAIN ST. DURHAM, NH 7AM.TO MIDNIGHT 
THUR, FRI, SAT 
"YOUR ONE STOP. STORE" . 7AM TO 1AM 
HACKS HALL 
50 YOU ·. &JV£ YCJUR WcJRD 
THAT U,N .. H .. WON'T BE 
TURN£'D JNTtJ A MA55 
OF CONDOS AND SHc7PflN& 
MALLS IN ;)_OJ4?y 
E~ I 
Pl?OM1.5E:. .. 
13y JoHN • \-h~TLE/ r--------~ ...... 
· NO PROBLF:M, OTHER 
THAN THJ.5'") Y(}U'RE 
DOIN&- It FINE JCJfl . · 
FIGHTING CR'JJVJ£ .. 
YE~- WE.LL,) I 
R1t1 TRY To vo MY 
RING- !JEST... 8YE HOW . 
'RINC:r --- •· 
Hf3Ll-C>? PRI;:51or-Ni 
. KlNN&Ai? .P THIS- JS-
b-OY&R·NCJR GRE&-b--
1-/ClWS MY PL/liNS F0'K 
1UR/'I JN6- U. N, H, J N ,O 
G~ND05' /l'Nl? JVJAl-1,,S 
[)O IN &,.,.;:JA ~~..ll..JJ.,j.;:,,/-L!....---J 
5°· 




fiY jfff HARilS 




THAT'S WHY YoU'R.£ 
$LAPPED 'wITH THA, 
TUITION HIKE . 




ARMED vrrn ONLY HLS COLD BUNAN~ BLADE' CLEAVES INl 
, STEEL BLADE illf!D~ THE · HI5 NUtlf ROUS ATTACKERS 
BARBARIAN FACE5 THEIVIL . \JITH Al/£5011£ FEROCITY. 
· HORDES OF THE UNDERlJORLD. 
,. !,,,-
~: . . . 
I 
. J" , ,,,,_,,,_ 
JUST REMEMBER ••• 
WE 'Rf J)OING 7 HIS 
FOR YOU BfCAIJ5E 
A MIND rs A ., 
TERRTBLE THING 
-ro vlA5TE .. 
A GRIN OF 5ATI5f ACTION 
A_PPEARS ON BUNAN~ FACE A5 
d 
) 
it~~.nJ .. · .. 
\.\E-L,~ 
Tl,~ sc~ne. ,s 0,. foe" { 
WorfJ Corp Infe!l,jcJJC, 
Cf fil~• Tht,'r 1'1'liss,-,,,, 
Keep ~n eye 011 i'ndiv,· 
will; *frt.e +ni11kl,,.,_" 
te11der1c.ie s wh; c. h C• 
vltim4ftlJ prove dt1ri 
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Welcome to the· 
. . 
IBM PS/2 Fair 
~ . 
, .. ~~ :"~ 
Come to the IBM PSi2@ Fair. Have some fun with the IBM . 
Personal System/2®. Try it- see how you can get more 
done in less time. Then .ask about: · 
-- ·-easy-to-use, Preloaded . .. ··ps1.2· • : ., 
softwar~ t · :._ .. · If 
• s~ecial student prices* . . . . . . . . . . ., . .. . . . . • 
• affordable loan payments* 
The IB~ PS/2 Fair is a fun way to learn some valuabl~ lessons for 





'· \ ::{ Thursday, April 19 
.. lQ:00 a.n):~~ :.4~00,p.m. 
at Thqm})sOn Han. ·• 
.................... . . .. .. : .•:::11'::=:,1:::if ;, 




- ...... ----=-~-='='=-_ _ _,_ 
t On sel'ected PS/2 systems. 
*This offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM 
may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice. · 
®IBM, Personal System/2, and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. 
© .IBM Corporation 1990. 
SAILBOAT - Rhodes '19, with 
trailer and motor._ Many extras. 
$4,200 or B.O. Call Roy at 862-
1073 days or 778-0726 eves. 
Avatar Consignment Shop 
Windy Knoll Village 
6i Portsmouth Ave 
Stratham, N.H. 
Cowns, jewelry, collectibles, 
handi(;::rafts, men's, women's, 
children's (infants - 6x) clothing. 
Hours: Tuesday- Saturday: 9:30 -
5. Thursday: 9:30 - 7· · · 
Wooden desk & chair. 
Scratchproof surface on desk & 
padded seat. Both are in excellent 
condition. Call Heather at 868-
9711. 
SAX FOR SALE - Olds "Parisian" 
tenor sax w / case + accessories. 
Good condition, $425. Call Lynne 
M~F, 8-5 at 742-4455 ext. 746. 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. 
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, 
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 
1-602-838-8885 ext A18587 
'85 WINSOR 10 SPEED, 2.2"; 
RACING BIKE. SEW-UPS, 
SHIMANO COMPONENTS, 
BOUGHT FOR $610.00. ASKING 
350.00. 772-6633. ASK FOR 
SHAUN. 
T-"EAVEY AMP, Renown 400 . 
Guitar Amp, 200 watts, 2x12 cab; 
excellent condition $250 or BO. -
Call Marc 7 43-4563 
MINSTRAL SST Sailboard Super 
fast cruser useq_ 4 times 6.6 sail 
originally $1100 priced for-quick 
sale $600 742-7024 Craig 
'90 BRAND NEW LARGE GREEN 
PATAGONIA PILE JACKET. 
NEVER WORN. $95.00 VALUE. 
ASKING$50.00. HOME659-7778; 
WORK 7772-6633 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. 
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, 
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 
1-602-838-8885 EXT A 18,587 
GUITARISTS! Beautiful Bur-
gundy Les Paul Deluxe w / stock 
pickups, deluxe machine heads, 
made before 1975. MUST SELL 
IMMEDIATELY! $650.00 But will 
bargain in order to sell! Jonathan 
862-4431 KMD double guitar 
ST AND included in deal! 
980 Honda motorcycle, 70cc, good 
condition, asking $315, 862-5730 
call after 4 p.m. 
*SOFTWARE* WORD PROCES-
SOR* MICROSOFT WORD 5:0 -
5.3" Disks. Original disks and 
manuals. $100.00 call 868-6544 
Peugeot PSV 12 racing bicycle for 
sale. Tubular tires, quick releas~ 
wheels, extremely light weight. A 
· must see: Bill 868-6298 
. living room: couch, chair & two 
end.tables. $100orB.O. Call Kelly 
743-5884 
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Product Demonstrators. Good$$ 
••••• ·•·· ., .•.•···· ...... J!' ................ , ..... . ,•,• •• , ·•·•••• .... . 
: ~ :~=-g :::~:: ;:.:t:~ ;;.;~~: 
Hey! We want you!!! Positions hours. Call 1-800-PROMO-GO. 
available for the 1990-91 Granite 
Yearbook. Business Mgr., Adver-
tising Mgr., Production Mgr., 
Office Mgr., Chief Photographers, 
Senior Section Coordinator, Lit(;!r-
ary Ed., Photo Editor, Sports Edi-
tor. $$, experience, resume mate-
rial & fun. Applications due April 
20. 862-1599 Room 125 MUB 
ATTENTION: EASY WORK, 
EXCJ;.LLENT PAY! Assemble 
products at home. Details (1) 602-
838-8885. Ext W-18587. 
MODELS WANTED FOR SEV-
ERAL LINGERIE VIDEO PRO-
DUCTIONS. ONLY THOSE 
WHO ARE CONFIDENT PHYSI-
CALLY NEED APPLY. EXP;ERI-
ENCE NOT NECESSARY, BUT 
YOU MUST BE COMFORTABLE 
WITH PHOTOGRAPHY AND 
SHEER GARMENTS. RA TE IS 
FLEXIBLE, MINIMUM $35.00 
PER HOUR. GREENLEAF PRO-
DUCTIONS 433-8418 _ 
Free horse boarding in exchange 
for child care. Must be ·respon-
sible, experienced with children 
and available Tuesdays and Thurs-
days. 90 acre farm 2 miles from 
campus. 868-1480 
RESORT HOTELS, SUMMER 
CAMPS, CRUISELINES, & · 
AMUSEMENT PARKS, NOW 
accepting applications for sum-
mer jobs and career positions. For 
Free information package and 
application; call National Colle-
giate Recreation Services on Hil-
ton Head Island, South Carolina 
at 1-800-526--0396. (9am -5pm EST. 
M-F) 
Opportunity to enter new corpo-
ration as a distributor, and pro-
moter of a new line of consumer 
goodsfromyourownhome. Full/ 
part time with income from 1,000 
- 10,000 month. Call Cl at 868-
5160 or Derrick at 659-2709 
ATTENTION-HIRING! Govern-
ment job-your area. Many imme-
diate openings without waiting 
list or test. $17,840- $69,485. Call 
1-602-838-8885 ext. R18587. 
Summer Jobs Outdoors. Over 
5,000 Openings! National Parks, 
Forests, Fire.Crews. Send Stamp 
for Free Details. Sullivan & Asso-
ciates. 113 E. Wyoming, Kalispell, 
'MT 59901. 
Free room and board in exchange 
for chiid care. Must be respon-
sible, experienced with children 
and available Tuesdays and Thurs-
days. 90 acre farm 2 miles from 
cam pus. 868-1480 
GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Cod's 
hottest restaurant-bar complex. 
Interview weekend, Saturday, 
·April 21, 11-5, Sunday April 22, 
Noon - 5. Season May 25 - Sept. 3v 
and more. Corner of West Main 
and Sea Streets, Hyannis, MA 
COME ON DOWN! 
ATTENTION: EASY WORK, 
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble 
products at home. Details 1-602-
838-8885 ext. W 18,587 
Contribute to the Earth Day Ef- · 
fort! Make an educational poster! 
MeetingTuesday,April 17, 7-9PM. 




Fox Run Mall 






Wearables - Buttons 
Pens - Stickers - Etc. 
Jlrtist on Staff 
Adventure Trip Leaders 
Looking for students with GOOD 
outdoor skills in Rock climbing or 
White H2O canoeing to lead wk-
end adventure trips through Mead 
Wilderness Base. Get some great 
experience and .some extra cash. 
Staff training' April 20 and 21. 
Interested Contact: Brent Bell-625-
6431 
SUMMERJOB 
Pedai Cab Drivers Needed: Pedal 
your way into shape and into the 
CASH. Requires endurance and a 
friendly personality. Must be 
willing to get tan, make money, 
and have fun! Call Tyler at 
DownEast Peddle Cab (207)363-
. 5502 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold 
ATTENTION -HIRING! Govern- Exchange will payimmediatecash 
ment jobs - your area $17,840 - for your gold in any form. 743-
$69,485. Call 1-602-8.38-8885 ~xt R 4796. Leave a message. 
18,587. I 
CRUISESHIP JOBS $300 to $900 
weekly._ Summer or year round. · 
Call 603-224-5227 ext 102. 9am to 
9pm weekdays. 
Free horse boarding in exchange 
for child care. Must be respon-
sible, experiencec with children 
and available Tuesdays ~nd Thurs-
days. 90 acre farm 2 miles from 
cam pus. 868-1480 
Free room and board in exchange 
for child care. Must be respon-
sible, experienced with children 
and available Tuesdays and Thurs-
. days. 90 acre farm 2 miles from 
cam pus. 868-1480 
Wilderness Instructors 
Looking for people interested in 
leading Wilderness trips this 
summer for Mead Wilderness 
Base. Job includes leading back-
packing, rock climbing, Mt. Bik-
ing, lake and white H2O canoeing 
trips. Need skilled and compas-
sionate leaders for the summer. 
Prefer applicants that are 21 or 
older. Pay is appr6ximately$1,000 
(varies with experience) + room 
and board and equipment dis-
counts. Interested: Please contact 
Brent Bell, 625-6431 
WORK-STUDY POSITION: The 
Center for the Humanities needs 
one or two students to work the 
remaining spring semester and if 
interested, the summer semester. 
The work involves transcribing 
tape-recorded interviews. Appli-
. cants should have good writing . 
skills and word processing expe-
rience-WordPerfect is especially 
desirable. Flexible schedule -
$6.00 an hour. Call the Center for 
the Humanities at 862-4356. 
Int. Pharmaceutical Co. looking 
for young, ambitious, self-moti-
vated distributors. Call 24 hrs. 
(603) 645-4746. 
Looking for summer em ploy-
ment? We are a personnel service 
that offers a variety of temporary 
office positions in the Northern 
MA, Southern NH, and Southern 
ME areas. We offer top wages and 
referral bonuses. Call Key Per-
sonnel. 964-9495 or 743-3373. 
SUMMER JOBS 
$9.10/hr. or commission. Adver-
tising sales. No experience neces-
sary. Training provided. Work 
close to school. Carrecommended. 
Call Steve Gorman at (800) 344-
6766 for details & application. 
METRO MARKETING GROUP 
ATTENTION STARVING STU-
DENTS- DO YOULIKETOT ALK 
ON THE PHONE? WE HA VE 
JUST THE RIGHT PART-TIME 
JOB FOR YOU - CALL 743-3261 
FOR DETAILS. 
Dover Bluff Condo - 2 bed room, 1 
bath, fireplace, washer/ dryer, sun 
deck, gas heat, storage, weight 
room and sauna. Bus route. -
$62,000 owner will finance! Call 
(207) 676-9372 
DURHAM - Furnished single · 
bedrooms with shared bathroom 
for female stude_nts only. Avail-
able for 1990-91 academic year. 
Privateentrance. Tenminutewalk 
from T-Hall. Off street parking. 
$1150 per semester including utili-
ties. Call 868-2217 after 4 PM. 
Co-ed summer housing at AGR. 
$35/wee~, $1QO :-deposit. Also 
rooms available for fall (males). 
To inquire, call Andre, 868-9859. 
Need a summer sublet but don't 
have transportation for the sum-
mer or prefer to live close to cam-
pus? Rent an apartment practi-
caily on campus, for one or two. 
Located on Garrison Ave. Call 
Steph at 868-6479. 
Dover - Quiet, responsible female 
needed to share sunny 2 bedroom 
apt. Off-street parking, K-Van, 
walk to downtown. $237.00 in-
cludes heat and hot water. No 
smoking, drugs, or heavy drink-
ing. Julie 749-6658 
SUMMER HOUSING AV AIL-
ABLE!! A Newmarket home that 
houses 6 people. Off-street park-
ing, next to 2 COAST bus stops. 
Spacious dining room, living 
room, kitchen, and glassed-in 
porch. Clothes washer and dish-
washer. Newly renovated. $225/ 
month includes utilities. Rent with 
some friends! Call Abi at 659-2386. 
SUMMER RENT AL 
Student house rooms available 
$200.00 per month. June-August. 
1 mile from campus. Call ELAINE 
332-2568 or 335-2685 
FALL SEMESTER ROOMS 
AVAILABLE. Student House - 1 
single bedroom $1350 per semes-
ter. 1 double bedroom $1200 per 
semester. Heat included. Lots of 
room: Quiet location 1 mile from 
campus. Call ELAINE 332-2568 
after six. 
GET HOUSING FOR THE NEXT 
SCHOOL YEAR!! Great New-
market house with six spaces 
availabl_e. Off-street parking, next 
to COAST bus route. Spacious 
kitchen,diningroom,livingroom, · 
glassed-in porch. Clothes washer 
and dishwasher. Newly · reno-
vated. $205/n:mnth plus low utili-
ties. Rent with some friends! Call 
Abi at 659-2386. 
ATTENTION PARENTS! Qual-
ity 2 BR Condo, fully applianced, 
W /D, ample parking, convenient 
location, easy commute to Uni-
versity. Why not own? Benefit 
from your investment, creative 
financing available, only $68,500. 
Call Century 21 Atrio Properties, 
(603) 433-1555 for viewing. 
/ 
Teachers - Rochester apartment, 
immaculate 2 bedroom, kitchen, 
dining & living rooms, heat, hot 
water included, laundry hook-up, 
garage. $575 per month.· Security 
deposit. No pets. 332-7215. 
Durham apartment: Walk to 
campus~ 2 bedroom for 3 or 4 
people. Call 868-1632 
NEWMARKET APARTMENT 
FOR RENT: 2 bedrooms, large 
living room, kitchen+ bath. On K-
van route plus plenty of parking 
space available. Heat+ hot water 
included in rent. Some furniture 
also available. Apt. available May 
1st. Call 659-3654 or 659-5025 
nights. 
Centrally loca~ed in Dover near 
Karivan route. 4 bedrooms, living 
room, kitchen. 625 includes heat. 
Leaserequi_red. Nopets. 742-7908 
between 7-9 pm. 
Newmarket - 2 room -efficiency. 
Includes hot water. Paneled, car-
peted, first floor, launderette, 
parking. Securitydeposit;nop~ts, 
negotiable lease. $360 . monthly 
plus oil heat. 603-659-2655. . 
Newmarket Studio - Includes hot 
water. Paneled, carpeted, full-
bath, launderette, parking. Secu-
rity deposit, no pets, 11egotiable 
lease. $295 monthly plus heat. 
603-659-:-2'655. 
Newmarket2bedroom. Firstfloor, 
country location, full bath, laun-
derette, oil heat, panelled, plenty 
of parking, inexpensive utilities. 
No pets, security deposit, short or 
long term lease available. 603-
659-2655 
RENT AL - HAMPTON BEACH 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
FULLY FURNISHED. REASON-
ABLE $450 /MONTH. CALL617-
246-1431 / 245-0833 AFTER 6:00 
PM 
DURHAM. Singles, doubles, and 
suites in renovated building across 
from New England Center. All 
units have kitchenettes. Ask about 
free Disney World vacation. Call-
868-2192. 
Summer housing $35 a week 1 
m_onth __ depqsit / Now taking 
applications for fall semester 
Room/Board/Social. $1,450 . plus 
$1-00 _.refundable room deposit. 
- AlphaGammaRho. Call(or_Andre 
868-2~59 
Cape Cod Summer Rental sleeps . 
6-:-7, furnished, West Yarmouth -
close to beaches, downtown Hyan-
nis, and hot spots. Reserve early-
available-weekends-for-jclJ hunt-
ing. ·can after 5 pm. 508-477-3586 
" 
Roommate · needed for summer 
subiet of a 2 bedroom house in 
Durham. Furnished, $300 plus 
utiltt~es. Tim or Dave 868-7120 
SUMMER SUBLET - 5 bedroom 
duplex off Central Ave in Dover. 
On K-van. Spacious, parking. 
Females pFeferred. $150/mo + 
utilities. Call Kathy or Mike 862-
4322; or Sue or Mary 868-3012_ 
SUMMER ·suBLETTERS 
NE_EDED! Large, gorgeous apt. 
on Main St., Durham. Dishwasher, 
w~shing machine, 2 baths, park-
ing lot. 6 openings. Females only 
$225/mo. 868-6013. · 
Room in large, clean, private 
house. 250/month includes heat. 
Available May 1, no lease, yard, 
W /0. Cafl Tues pm 6.:.9 pm 743-
4761 
Fall and/or Summer Rental. 2 
BR/2 pers. Apt in Lee, 2.5 miles 
from campus. No pets, non-smok-
ers. Avail Jun 1 at $46-/mo for 
Summer and. Sept 1 at $560/mo 
for fall plus utilities . . Security 
deposit, lease . . Clean/ nice. Call 
659-5932 
SummerSublet: $175.00plusutili-
ties _ One mile from campus. Call 
868-7460 ask for Michael Bartlett. 
ROOM FOR RENT - $250 / 
MONTH INCLUDES HEAT,. 
CLEAN, LOTS OF PRIVACY, 
WASHER/DRYER, YARD, NO 
!,,EASE, IN DOVER,. CALL 743-
4761 -. 
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your dining hall to help HUD-•si~n,:11®¼'1 W] ~ESI~~Z~-~iL feed the hun- ~~~E~~~~~i~~i~~s~~;:~: 
LOST: BLUE CAMP-TRAILS shirts. Gray with blue lettering. 
. BACKPACK containing books + 
notebooks of great importance. 
· Call Andy 659-2095. LOST AT 
LOWER HUDD ON 4-4 
4H4i0lUJii 
Abolish empty wallets! Got ideas 
fort-shirts? Turn them into money 
- low production cost. T-Shirts 
Pl us 431-4355 
Thinking of rushing next year? 
Come to Alpha Phi's Open House 
on Monday, April 16th from 8-
10pm. 
· Come to Alpha Phi's Open House 
on Monday night from 8-10pm. 
Alpha Phi is having our Open 
House on Monday, April 16th 
from 8-10pm. All those interested 
in rushing are welcome. 
Kathy-I saw a cloudy pink sun-
set in a deep blue sky. Where the 
blue and pink mixed there were 
purple-:-hued shapes of all kinds, it 
was be<;tutiful 'and breathtaking. 
When Isa wit I thought of Claude, 
and I thought of you. Thank you-
Keith. 
KelleyC. _ , 
Thanks for Going to my PD with 
rne. I Had The Best of Times. I 
Love You soooooooo much 
again! Michael 
Vote! Student Body .Elections 
April 17 + 18 -
ADOPTION: A loving home is 
waiting for the baby (inf. -6 mos.) 
·who willbeco"me part~f Steve & 
Chris' family. If you're consider-
ing adoption, please call their 
adoption advisor, Dawn, at 
Friends in Adoption, 802-235-2312 
(collect). 
MA TT - I'll miss you next week! 
No mouse-playing while I'm 
away. (Sorry, I just had to!) 
Send a farewell message to your 
favorite graduating senior. Ad 
space in the 1990 Granite year-
book: Small - $5, Medium - $10, 
Large - $io. Room 125 MUB 
ATTENTION! Haveyoueverrun 
a PICTURE PERSONAL in THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE? Well 
PLEASE come claim your pictures! 
Sure, :they' re nice - but we don't 
want them anymore! Come to Rm 
110B, MUB. 
Mike Morin- You'do exist on this 
campus, I was beginning to think 
you were just a mirage in Wyo-
ming ... 
Greek Scholars!! 
Order of Omega,·the Gree_k honor 
society for academics and leader-
ship, is now accepting applica-
tions. See your house president or 
come to the Student Activities 
Office for info. 
Want a Quiet Place to live? Try 
HUDDLESTON HALL. 24-hour 
Quiet Dorm. For an application 
see Joanne Pearl in Hetzel Rm 128 
Vote McCabe-Elek SBP and SBVP 
· Bess: ok, we're doing something 
fun this weekend. Got it? 
Liz-Everything is "GREAT." 
Thanks for everything. PS., Don't 
think this lets. you off the hook-
Wayne 
ADOPTION: Are you in need of 
help? Wearetoo. Young,happily 
married professional couple is 
eager to become Mom & Dad. We 
offer a baby love, happiness, secu-
rity & much more. Please call Jay 
and JoAnne collect anytime at 
(802)235-2312. 
VOTE! Student Body .~l~c~ions 
April 17 & 18. VOTE! -
Mr. Levin .. .Don't ever say I never 
drove you anywhere! How' d the 
ride feel? ... 
College is great. Pick up a copy of 
the Award winning 1989 Granite 
yearbook. Only $5 -, Room 125 
MUB! . 
Mostly large, some extra large. $20 
deposit with order - $15. with 
delivery of sweatshirt. SEE 
· LEEANN in Devine 222 for de-
tails. Great gifts for birthdays and 
~raduation! 
VOTE MCCABE-ELEK FORSBP/ 
SBVP 
DON'T MISS OUT: Positions 
available for the Award winning 
1990-91 Granite Yearbook for 90-
91. Including: Business Mgr., -
Advertising Mgr., Office Mgr., 
· Production Mgr., Literary Editor, 
Photo Editor, and Chief Photogra-
pher. Stop by Rm 125 MUB To-
day. 962-1599. Applications due 
April 20. $$, experience, and res-
ume material. . 
I wrote all my really good person-
als last week after the paper came -
out. Sorry. 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold 
Exchange will payimmediatecash 
for your gold in any form. 7 43-
Interested i_n 'becoming a volun- 4796- Leave a message. 
Lisa - HAPPY BIRTHDAY, you 
finaHy made it. Sorry Ferrari's 
don't come in purple. H~pe you 
-:nad: a good: btr tltd:ey ~ LeS., c Seott 
teer? PAVE (People for the Act.:· 
vancement of Volunteer Efforts) 
is busy with activities and ideas. 
Come help us· get organized for 
next semester. We are having a 
meeting in the Grafton. room in · 
the MUB on APRIL 17th at ?:OO VOTE! Student Body Elections 
p~. More information call George· _A_p_ri_I _i7_&_1 __ 8 __________ _ 
at 862-4421 · 
DALTON/VARNEY SBP /SBVP 
VOTE! April_ 17 & 18 
_*Adoption* 
Happy, financially secure woman· 
eager to share undivided love of 
life with a child. Your wishes 
matter. Call Judie collect508-744-
1282. 
GUAM, IDAHO, IS N.H. NEXT? 
NOW MORE THAN EVER YOU 
NEED TO BE ACTIVE! STU-
DENTS FOR CHOICE MEETS 
MONDAY NIGHTS - 7:30 PM -
HAM.aSMITH RM. 42 
Attention All Greeks!!! 
Applications for the Greek honor 
Society, Order of Omega are now 
available. See your house presi-
dent or visit the Student Activities 
Office for details. 
Women's issues in Literature. Free 
discussion. Bring material. Men 
and women authors encouraged. 




VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! 
"BA TTL.E OF THE BICEPS" 
· UNH Open Armwrestling Tour-
nament. Saturday,Apri121-inter-
ested call 862-4379 - charity "Dur-
ham Infant Center." 
ADOPTION 
CAN YOU HELP? 
N.H. couple wishes to adopt a 
healthy infant. Will proyide a 
loving, caring and secure home 
environment. Related expenses 
paid. Please contact our attorney, 
David S. Osterman at-(603) 669-
4589. 
TURNER: Tonight I greet you 
with a passionate kiss: long, deep 
and burning with desire. Yearn-
ing to feel your warm, sensual 
body close to mine, I undress you. 
· Slowly: button by butt~~~ kiss by . 
kiss, until bnly moonlight covers 
you. You take me in your arms, 
our bodies ... -Sleepy 
Why am I wasting all my time 
down at the New Hampshire 
when I am failing all my classes? 
You guys are just too much fun to 
be around. • 
Ok, maybe it's really just for the 
free food. 
Vote DALTON/VARNEY SBP/ 
SBVP April 17 & 18 
CAROL -1 KNOW I'M BEING A 
P.I.P, BUT GIVE US ANOTHER 
CHANCE! WE'RE TOO GOOD 
TOGETHERFORITTOBE OVER. 
DON'T YOU MISS THE MON-
KEY, THE BACK RUBS, THE 
LATE NIGHT TALKS?! I KNOW 
I DO, BUT MOST OF ALL I MISS 
YOU!! LET'S GET BACK TO-
GETHER!! LOVE, GUPPY-FACE 
Make somebody's life a little 
brighter ... become a volunteer! 
PA VE will be holding an organ-
izational meeting for next semes-
ter on TUESDAY APRIL 17th in 
the GRAFTON ROOM in theMUB 
at 7:00 pm. For more info call 
George at 862-442L 
I'ts c!bout time· for another New 
Hampshire bash. 
Student Body Elections Tuesday 
and Wednesday April 17 & 18. 
Koala and Mr; Flintstone, 
You'd better beware 
And keep watch on yo.ur under- , 
wear 
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Fred · Flintstone may be smiling 
now· _ 
But he ain't seen nothin' yet. 
We've been watching you ' from 
afar 
Far, far above, 
We've seen you in towels 
We've seen you in the buff 
Well the teasing is funny, 
But it's not good enough, 
If you have something real to show 
It's time to strut your stuff! 
Love two luscious blonds on 
the third floor_! 
Take a walk on the wild side!!! 
Pick up a copy of the A ward 
winning Granite Yearbook. $5 
Room 125 MUB. 
SUFFERING A FINANCIAL 
BURDEN HERE AT THE BIG 
STATE ,0? COME SEE THE 
STUDENT JOB BOARD IN THE 
'MUB OR VIDEOTEX FOR VARI-
OUS JOBS INTHEAREA. DON'T 
HAVE ANY HOT SUMMER 
PLANS? . HOW ABOUT A 
SIMPLE SUMMER CAMP JOB OR 
EVEN A CHALLENGING POSI-
TION ASA LIFEGUARD-AT ONE 
OF THE MANY FINE BEACHES 
· HEREINTHENORTHEAST. GO 
TO THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
OFFICE ON THE TOP FLOOR OF 
THE MUBFOR MOREDET AILS. 
Contribute to the Earth Day Ef-
fort! Make an educational poster! 
MeetingTuesday,April 17, 7-9pm. 
Merrimack Rm. Please bring own 
supplies. 
Yimmy (The Goof), 
That truely is a flying dog. (It 
was raised by poodles). Happy 
late B-day. The Goods. 




EA TING, "BOWL" -LOVING, 
















WRITING, . INSOMNIA TlC 
SCHIZO. BYTHEWAY - YOU'VE 
GOT IT ALL WRONG. FIRST 
YOU'RE A PSYCHO, THEN 
YOU'RE A HORMONE, THEN 
YOU'RE "A PIECE OF SHIT"! 
YOUR BITCHES FROM HEL_L 
WISH YOU LUCK WITH YOUR 
MONTH FROM HELL!! YOU 
RULE!!! KEL-LEE 
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! 
Congratulations Colleen 
McQuade, Ka,te Yahres, and 
Tracey Connolly on your fantastic 
Dance Performances! Love, your 
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GOV.GREGGWANTSTOVETO 
YOURABORTIONRIGHTS! LET 
HIM KNOW THAT GOVERN-
INGTHESTATEGIVESHIMNO 
BUSINESS INTO THE PER-
SONAL DECISIONS THAT 
WOMENMAKE! WRITE:JUDD 
at EAST ROAD, GREENFIELD, 
N.H. 03047 
ADOPTION: Educated farm 
couple offers your baby love, sta-
bility, wonderful life. Expenses 
paid. Call collect Susan and Alan 
802-592-3384 
Never ever ever copy edit one of 
Sean Carroll's news stories. 
VOTE MCCABE-ELEK FOR 
SBP/SBVP 
The Sisters of Delta Zeta want to 
thank Michelle Gold for her. ef-
forts on "ParentsDayOut" It was 
a great success! 
Happy Easter! 
From the Sisters of Delta Zeta 
To the Seniors of Delta Zeta. Get 
. psyched for Graduation, its al-
most here! Have a blast celebrat-
ing the 40 Days/ 40 Nights. We'll . 
miss you! Love your sisters! 
Help the needy with .a Clothes 
Drive sponsored by the Arnold 
Air Society. Drop clothes off at all 
three dining halls, Stoke, Fairchild 
and Christenson. April 10-21 
Confused, need help? Not sure 
whereto tum? ContactSTUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 
208 Huddleston Hall, 862-2050 . . 
ADOPTION: Love and security 
await your infant in our family. 
We have a big sister, proud grand-
parents, and a large extended 
family nearby with an abun~ance 
of love. Expenses paid. Legal/ 
confidential. Please call Eileen and 
Tom. (203)-298-9028 collect. 
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROC-
ESSING FOR ALL REPORTS, 
THESES, CORRESPONDENCE, 
ETC., TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, 
LASER PRINTING. EXPERI-
ENCED,REASONABLE,QUICK-
RETURN. JANET BOYLE, 659-
3578. 
Help the needy with a Clothes 
Drive sponsored by the Arnold 
Air Society. Drop clothes off at all 
three dining halls, Stoke, Fairchild 
and Christenson. A ril 10-21. 
HEADING fOR EUROPT THIS 
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for 
$160orless, withAIRHITCH®(as 
reported in NH Times, Let's Go! & 
Consumer Reports.) For details 
call: AIRHITCH 212-864-2000. 
-"•♦•v 
If you would 
like_to prace a 
· personal stop 












Ogunquit summer J-fote{ needs assistant manager. 
'llariea auties induie front aest_ reservations, 
gardening. Salary, some tips, room 
· proviaea.Sfwuuf be availabfe to mia October. 
Cal-I (207)363-6566 or (207)646-8801 
orwriteto: , · N 
Marginal Way House 'Box 697 
. Ogunquit, ME 03907 
All floors are grouped seperately with the following exceptions: 
Christensen [ lA & _2A; 3A & 4A; 5A & 6A; 
& . 7A & SA; 9A & lOA; · -
Williamson lC & 2C & 2B; 3B & 3C; 4B & 4C 
Lord ground & 1st floor 
Jessie Doe 1st & 2nd; 3rd & 4th 
Randall ground & 1st 
Devine ground & 1st 
Hitchcock ground & 1st 
Sawyer ground & 1st 
Smith ground & 1st; 3rd & 4th 
All miniclorms, fraternities, & soroities are 
grouped as whole houses. 
. J ... ~ 
·,, .;,!. • .-!:. ,,. 
':•.· , .-
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.....:. ... • . r::· ·, 
· ; WHO'S GOT THE" AREA'S BEST' DARN BBQ 
·.~'" AND FRlED CHICKEN TAKE-OUT? 
· WHO'S GOT THE HOTTEST .BUFFALO 




: . HOW ABOUT THE "BIGGEST AND BEST" 
, .. ·· SUBS-SYRIANS-SULKIES? --
:::- ..... _ ... 
. ' 
·- ''TH-E ,· C:HOl·~E ·.·· IS CLEAR 11 
···we will be OPEN··•,24 COMING 
• .. ·SOON!!! 
-. ~ -- · -- HOUR-s ·on Thursday 
[lf ~ Friday and Saturday! For · 
- all your Food, Snack· & 
LATE NIGHT FOOD Grocery Needs! 









CONVENIENT SUPER STORE STf~-~iiRs 1 ' ' • 
38 MAIN ST. .DURHAM, NH - 7AMTO.MIDNIGHT 
- THUR, FRI, SAT 
"YOUR ONE STOP STORE" 7AM TO 1AM 
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A.A.A. Sanctioned Q F TH' T;t 
funded by PFO :£ .CJ 
~ ~ \.J · . Annual UNH Open 
-$3 Registration 
$5 late ( after 4 /21 /90) 
JJ10 
· ~ ~ . Arm Wrestling Tournament 
~ ·._ S t MdUBAPU~l 21 t ~ {S} · Y ·· a ur ay, · pr1 s 
.Weigh-ins 10:00am - 12:30pm 
Competition begins at l :00pm 
Weight Classes 
(Three place trophies-each class) 
--Men ---□-143, 144-165, 166-198, 199-up 
--Left Handed---0-175, 176-up 
--Women _____ 0'-130, 131-up 
All ·Proceeds· Go To 
The Durham 
_ Infant Center 
. .,.a~ 
Detach form below and either send it to Still ings Box 0265, or come by Lord Hall, Friday, April 20th between 12-4 to register. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In consideration of our accepting this entry, I hereby, intending to be legally bound for myself, my ___ ' 
heirs, executors, or administrators, waive and release any and all rights, claims for damages I 
0 
may have against the American Armwrestling Association, the University of New Hampshire, 
o meet directors, and any other sponsors and their agents, representatives, assigns for any and all 
0 injuries suffered by me at said contest. · 
0 Name: _______________________________ _ 
Address: --------------------------------
Phone:.....___...__ ______ Contestant Signature __ : ___________ _ 
■----------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------■ ommmmmmmmmm~mmmmm~mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm~~mmmmm~m~~mmmmm~m~mmmmmmmm~~mm~mmmmmmm~~mmmm~mYt 
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Do You Want VISA & MasterCard 
Credit Cards? 
STUDENT SERVICES 
P.O. BOX 224026 HOLLYWOOD. FL 33022 
Now You can h.tve two ol the most recognized an accepted credit I YES' 
cards 1n the wor ld .. vis•• and MasterCard8-cret;flt cards._ '"In your I • 1 want VISA•t MasterCar~ 
;~;~Eg"o~w': :E~:;E NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE BEEN I credit cards. .EncloeM find S.15 00 which ,s 
•' I 1 OO'III refundable ,I not approved. Immediately. 
~r , VlSA• and MHlerCard" the credit card1 I · 
,, c; .,,a<'• •' 'JO'J deserve and need for * 10 • BOOKS I 
,.0 t;O _;,~" • OEPART,..ENT STORES* TUITION I NAME 
o c; <' e,eY * ENTERTAIN,..ENT * EMERGENCY CASH 
~ ,~• sl *. TICl(ETS * RESTAURANTS I __ _ 
""o ,::" • HOT!~sE:,.~:;: f:; ;~:~~~~ I ADDRESS 



















0A MONEY BACK 1-------.,,...- ---
1 SOC. SECURITY • 
-'pproval absolu1ely I 
<;1uaranteed so Hurry . h ll I --- ------· 
out this card today .. I SIGNATURE 
Vourcr9dlt cards are wa,t ,ngf L _ I f iifi:O j j-j ·\bi 13•jii4-I ii•l•J Ii _
1 
· On· Campus Interviews 
Uriiversity of New Hampshire 
April 19 _ · · _ _ 
PC Connection1 Inc.1 named by Inc. magazine as the second fastest 
growing private company in the U.S., will be conducting on 
campus interviews at UNH Come learn more about us on 
Thursday, April 19th. Sign up at the career placement office by 
April 11th. We could be just the company you're looking for 
We currently have oppo~nities in N~n-commissioned Sales 
arid Customer Service. 
We offer competitive wages and a benefits package that includes: 
• Health Insurance . 
• life Insurance 
• Short-tenn Disability Insurance 
• Delta Dental Plan 
• Profit Sbaring/401K Plan 
• 10 Paid Holidays 
• 6 P~d Sick Days 
• .10 Paid Vacation Days 
• One Paid Eye Exam Per Year 
• Free Studded Snow Tires 
• Tuition Reimbursement 
• Fitness Reimbursement 
• Property lax Reimbursement 
• Paid Bereavement Leave 
If you're interested in working in a challenging, smoke-free 
environment, please sign up for an on campus intervie-«, 
or contact our Personnel Department at: 
PC Connection, Inc. 
6 Mill Street 
Marlow, NH 03456 
· 603-446-3383 
· An equal opportunity employer 
* Additional brochures and company information are 
available at the placement office. 
\ I\ le· I r:e ' The _award-winning restaurant of the New 
V V• I ' England Center now has a new name: 
turning_, _ the woods. ,.: 
· Walk into the woods and you'll discover over Q . a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday 
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New · 
new Hamps~ire
1
) by NdedW H
1 
a_mpsShire PtroSfiles . 
magazine., an e ic1ous unse pecials, 
leaf in served from 5:30-6:30- p.m . 
th
. e· In our wine bar, you can sample fine wines 
by the glass from the most varied wine list 
Woods. 
in the state. Sip your favorite beer or cock-
tail. Or nibble on tempting hors d'oeuvres 
and sandwiches. 
So turn over a n·ew leaf, and come see us 
often. For rese_rvations, call (603) 862-2815. 
t . s 
restaurant and wine bar 
At the New England Center 
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Hall takes seventh in 
mileat Nationals 
By Kim Armstrong 
Star performance runners 
don't come from the state of New 
Hampshire. Or so they thought in• 
the Hoosier Dome in Indianapo-
lis, Indiana. 
Randy Hall proved them 
wrong. Very wrong. 
the trip. 
''The coach was coming at me 
on the track high-fiving me," said 
Hall. Hall had made a four second 
improvement from his old time. 
''Then we had to sit on our hands 
for three days" waiting for the 
results, he said. 
the final few laps, it's easier for 
them to pull ahead. 
) ? ( i I {i I ••· ; ? ;; 




In the NCAA Track and Field 
Championships March 9-10, Hall 
proved to himself, along with 
about 11,000 fans, that he can run 
with the best. He placed seventh 
out of 10 in the final heat of the 
mile event with a time of 4:05.40. 
The first place finish went to Bob 
Whelan from Kentucky with a time 
of 3:58.60. 
"We didn't know what was 
happening out west," said Head 
Coach Jim Boulanger. They had 
no idea what the times were like 
out there. Hall would become the 
12th seed in the mile event at the 
c_ham pionshi ps. 
"Randy made it a race," said 
Boulanger. "At the half mile, in his 
mind, he thought q.e could win it. 
That's the way you have to look at 
it...He is the best distance runner 
to come through these doors as of 
yet ... Walt Chadwick _(assistant 
coach) should get a lot of credit for 
Randy. He (Hall) took the right 
amount of rest and hit the peak." 
11 After the race I was a little 
deflated," he said. "Even though 
you know it's the best guys in the 
country, you still feel kind of down 
to be beate.n that bad ... Looking 
back with a little distance now I 
feel a lot of pride." 
: : ::::::,::::::::: 
:::::: -:- : 
The top six in each event are 
All-American. Little did he know, 
that although he placed seventh, 
he still made All-American. 
You have to be an American 
to make All-American in an event, 
Hall explained. "In the final there 
were four foreigners. I didn't know 
that at the time." 
Hall started his quest for the 
Nationals with his 4:03.50 time in 
theIC4Ameet. The meet produces 
the best of the Eastern Seaboard 
and he needed a time better than 
4:04 to qualify for Indiana. The 
best 16 times in each event make 
"Friday night he was real 
nervous. Walt was nervous. I was 
nervous," s~id Boulanger. "We 
still had a common goal; make the 
finals and score." 
In the qualifying round in the 
mile, the top 10 out of 16 advance 
to the finals. Hall finished fifth 
with a time of 4:02.73. Because his 
heat had been so fast he "advanced 
on time." 
There are eight laps for the 
. mile event. Hall led six of the eight 
in the final. , 
"I didn't want to lead ... but 
what can you do," Hall said. "It 
just happened~" The disadvantage 
of leading the pack is that other 
runners are able to pace off-you. In 
According to Eric McDowell, 
assistant director of the sports 
information department at UNH, 
Hall's name has also been submit-
ted for selection as Academic All-
American, also known as All-Scho-
lastic. A panel votes on the excel-
lence in both academic and ath-
leti~ ability. The athlete must have 
a 3.20 on a 4.0 scale, said McDow-
ell. The deadline for nominations 
is May 11 and McDowell expects 
an announcement sometime in late 
May. 
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Don't miss Out on working for the most exciting, 
. . 
invigorating, compelling organization on 
campus ... 
The New Hampshire is looking for 
someone to fiJl the position of sports editor 
next year 
**compensated position 
**start in May 
**apply in Rm. 151 in the MUB 








By Brian Brady 
Men's hockey coach Bob 
Kullen . announced Wednesday_ 
that eight recruits have announced 
their intentions to phJy hockey at 
UNH next season. ~ 
Four forwards, threedefense-
men, and one goalie will try to 
crack next year's lineup as K ullen 
will be faced with a competitive 
training camp. 
''This is a fairly deep group of 
players, and they will help us in 
all areas," said Kullen, who will 
not have to rely on the recruits to 
make an immediate impact. 
"When you are a good team, it is 
tough for freshmen to make an 
immediate impact." 
The coaching staff was 
pleased to sign highly recruited 
Jeff Levy, a5-11, 180-pound goal-
tender from Salt Lake City, Utah. 
He presently plays his hockey for 
the Rochester (Minnesota) Mus-
tangs of the US Junior League. 
Amodeo are two alumni from that 
league. 
Bob Chebator, . 6-1, 180-
pounds, of Arlington, MA; will 
bring his hard checking game to 
Durham as well. Chebator is this 
year's recipient of the John Carle-
ton Memorial Award, which is 
given by the Boston Bruins to the 
outstanding Eastern Massachu-
setts hockey student-athlete. 
"Chebator is a real hard 
worker," said Kullen. "He's a 
_ physical, honest player. He plays 
a lot like Riel Bellegarde." 
Bob Donovan, a 5-10, 175-
pound center from Avon Old 
Farms Prep School in Connecticut 
rounds out the recruited forwards. 
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"He's a good player," Sil.id 
· Kullen. "With Pat Morrison and 
Brett Abel corning back, he will 
give us a formidable group in 
goal." 
Defenseman Chris Jensen, a 
6-3, 190-pound junior transfer 
from the University of Wisconsin 
will try to help offset the loss of 
Chris Grassie along the blueline. ' 
Kullen looks for Jensen, who has 
two more years of eligibility re-
maining, to immediately compete 
for a regular shift. 
Tight turns like this one made competition tough at West Point this past weekend (Dean Elder photo). 
Two of the brighter prospects 
are Canadien forwards Glen Ste-
wart, 5-11, 185-pounds, of 
Scott Malone, 6-1, 185, a de.:. 
fenseman from Northfield (MA) 
Mt. Herman Prep School, and a 
New England First Team All-Star 
selection should also be a factor 
next season. Toronto, Ontario, and Jason Dex-
ter,5-11, 175-pounds,ofKingston, The only New Hampshire 
Cyclists spin wheels .at 
West Point road race 
On B h h product who has decided to at-tario. ot are among t e top d UNH . M"k G"lb 6 1 lo · h h" hl • ten 1s 1 e 1 ert, - , scorers m t e 1g y compeh-
-- -~ive ~et!~!!:. ;.~II ~~~~e. __ ...... _,_ ,_ ;:i~k!~:at-~-:;~~~:~~ -!~~~i: "Scorers m that league have ' 
t b bl t · · . Governor Dummer Academy in proven o e a e o score m · . 
(Hockey East)," saidKullen. Wild- By~ield, M~, will develop mto a 
Hairpin turns, steep upgrades, and 
Siiow ~J)i-OVide loi a ch<llleniilli couT'se 
cats Savo Mitrovic and Domenic sohd contnbutor. 
By Dean Elder 
Baseball 
continued from p. 36 
Perched under a warming sun 
and in a crisp breeze, the UNH 
cycling team sat in cool grace 
a waiting the start of the West Point 
Military Academy Road Race last 
Saturday. Faced with steep 10-15 
degree grade hills that continued 
for up to two miles, the UNH rid- · 
ers attacked the colU"se with fierce 
determination and p'ure power. 
''This course was used for the 
'82 USCF Senior National Cham-
next inning keyed by back to back 
doubles. by Neary, who was two 
for three with two RBI's and Sean 
Hamilton . who was two for five 
with two RBI's also. UNH DH 
Rigazio homered in the ninth to 
complete the assault on Central 
Conn. UNH starter 
Mike Smith benefitted from the 
offensive outburst as he pitched a 
shaky six and one third innings 
allowing five runs before being 
relieved by Dan Sweet. Sweet 
pitched two and one third innings 
of scoreless relief for his first save 
and nailing down Smith's first win 
of the season. 
UNH ended the long week-
end on Tuesday by traveling to 
Merrimack, only to lose another 
, tough game on a late come-from-
behind win for Merrimack. 
UNH starter Dan Gilmore 
pitched five scoreless innings for 
the 'Cats before being roughed up 
in the sixth by Warrior's outfielder 
Mike Danais, who hit a two-run 
homer. 
UNH relievers Rich Muth-
~rsbaugh and Gardner O'Flynn 
were both ineffective in holding 
pionships and the '88 USCF Mas-
UNH's lead, costing Gilmore a · ters National Championships," 
chance for his second win of the said team president Bruce Bedell. 
season by collectively allowing Hearing this would strike fear and 
Merrimack to score three runs in doubt into any person's heart, but 
the bottom of the eighth. not this team. 
UNH's offense picked up "It was a great course," said 
where it left off from their previ- te'ammate Eric Henmeuller. "lt 
ems game by striking for a run in required a powerful rider, and it 
the top of the first on an RBI single certainly weeds out the pack." 
by'Elmore. Dave Stewart crossed And weed it did~ The UNH 
the plate, who had singled earlier cycling team was up against stiff 
to get on base. . competition from riders from 
After that, though, the UMassand Cornell, but that didn't 
Wildcat's bats went dormant until stop them from grabbing positions 
a three-run outburst in the ~ixth, in the road race. Emmanuel Betz 
highlighted by reserve catcher stole second place in Saturday's 
Peter Keefe's two-run single. It Men's A race followed by Brian 
would prove to be all they would White in sixth, Tom Cooke in 18th, 
be able to muster, ending the game and Eric Henrneuller in 20th. Larry 
with a 6-4 loss to move their rec-· Smith snatched second in the 
ord to 4-5. Men's B, and Curt Boivin and Paul 
On the season, junior DH Jim Maxted bolted for fourth and 10th 
Rigazio leads the team in h.itting respectively in the c race. 
batting an impressive .462 with an The women did a terrific job 
amazing on base percentage of gaining positions and points for 
.706. Senior first baseman Sean 
Hamilton leads ·~he team in RBI' s 
with 10. Pitchers Carpentier, 
Gilmore; Schott, and 'Smith own 
the wins for the Wildcats who are 
lookin 
the team. Freshman rider Marta 
Pease in her first collegiate race, 
kept to the front of the pack to 
grab fourth place, followed by Sue 
Delaneyinfifthand Heather Fi_nkle 
in 13th. 
'1 just tried my best, rode hard 
and kept up with the pack," said 
Peas(;!. ''The support of the team 
was really helpful, they were there 
along the cours~ and on turns 
cheering me on and screaming 
helpful racing-tips." 
Sunday morning, among off ' 
and on snow squalls, the team set 
up for the Time Trials. Once again 
they braved the gruelling hills and 
a 180 degree.hairpin turn after a 
breath taking descent where 
speeds were clocked at over 55 
mph. Brian White took eighth with 
a time of 7:54 with Betz coming in 
close behind for a · time 7 :58 and 
11th place in the A's. 
Steve Ruhm, in a dazzling 
burst of speed in the Men's B Time 
Trial stole second with a time 7 :45. 
This time would have placed him 
in at least sixth place in the A race. 
Larry Smith was close behind to 
take eighth. In the Men's C, Curt 
Boivin and Kevin Page gained 
much needed points with third 
and ninth places. 
Sunday afternoon, the UNH 
riders were ready to tackle the 20 
lap, one. mile loop for the crucial 
Criterium. This was formatted as 
a 'win-and-out' race where the first 
five racers are taken out at the 
sixteenth lap and given places 1-5, 
on the 17th the first five are given 
6-10 and so on until all 20 slots are 
filled at the end of the 20th iap. 
This was an odd format for some 
of the riders and threw them for a 
loop. Yet, when the field unex-
pectedly sprinted for these place, 
UNH was tp.ere. Brian Bogart 
grabbed sixth place with White, 
Betz and Cooke follo~ing with 
11th, 12th, and 16th in the A race. 
Ruhm came in 11th in the B race 
and Boivin, in the breakaway on 
·the final hill, captured first in the 
Men's C by io seconds, with Ken 
McAdams Jr. taRing seventh. The 
women riders were there again 
when Pease stole sixth place fol-
lowed by Delaney in ninth. 
Overall, UNH came in third 
behind UMass and Cornell with 
only a few points to spare. 
"It was a great rate with a 
challenging course," said coach 
Ken McAdams. ''The riders did 
very well, and the team worked 
well together." Coach McAd8:ms 
seems very confident in the team 
and in the impending Eastern 
Collegiate race in a few weeks. He 
has the job of selecting the strong-
est riders for this race. 
. As the Eastems and nationals 
creep closer and closer, the team 
views West Point as merely a train-
ing race. The real team power is 
yet to be unleashed. 
· _ A UNH laxwo~n takes a shot on net and scores against BC yesterday 
(Ben Frazier photo). - · 
Baseball fouls . out 
Two losses to Central Conn and 
one to Merrimack hurt 'Cats 
By John Samuels and Todd 
Cleveland 
Sixteen innings and three 
more games later, the UNHbase.;. 
ball team trudged home from a 
long week that started at Central 
Connecticut and ended at Merri-
mack with a 1-3 record. Their 
record now stands at 4-5. 
UNH lost the first two to 
Central Conn, 3-2 and 1-0, but 
won the third, 9-5. They also 
dumped one to Merrimack, 6-4. 
In the opener, starter Rob Car-
pe~tier pitched nine strong in-
nings, scattering nine hits while 
only walking one and striking out 
four. He was only vulnerable in 
the fourth inning in which he al-
lowed four singles, including three 
in a row to lead off the inning, and 
allowed two runs to score. 
Ear-lier in the bottom half of 
the inning, UNH opened up with 
two runs of their own. Jim Rigazio 
started off the rally by being hit by 
a pitch from Central Conn starter 
Mike Sciortino. Jim Neary then 
singled and Sean Ashley followed 
with an RBI to put UNH on the 
board. One batter later Jon Batch-' -
elder singled Neary in. 
No one would score again 
until Sciortino drove in the win-
ning run with a single in the bot-
tom of the 16thinningoffofUNH 
-_ ... 1'?liever Chris Schott, who pitched 
six and one third innings of su-
perb relief despite the loss. 
The second game proved to -
be just as frustrating, if not more 
~o. In a classic pitchers µuel, UNH 
starterJim Stevens hurled a gem 
only to lose in the last of the s~v-
enth on an.error. Stevens pitched~ 
one-hitter while walking four and 
striking out three. Unfortunately 
for Stevens, he ran into a buzzsaw 
in Central Cop.necticut' s starting 
pitcher Dave Adams, who pitched 
a shut-out, walking only two and 
striking out nine. Adams mysti-
fied UNH hitters. He too only let 
up one hit, that by UNH shortstop 
Dave Stewart, who ironically had 
the error that allowed Central 
Conn to score it's only run in the 1-
0 win. I 
After two close games the 
UNH team should be rewarded 
for the effort in the finale with 
Central Conn as they responded 
courageously, pulling out a 9-5 
win to avoid the sweep. UNH 
exploded in the fourth inning, 
highlighted by the hitting star of 
the game, Brett Elmore, who was 
three for five with three RBI' s, 
including a triple in this three run 
inning for the Wildcats. 
The team was relentless, fol-
lowing up with four runs in the 
BASEBALL, P~ 35 
Cats chomp at BC, 16-ll 
otnick and Robinson both 
et four goals for UNH 
By Don Taylor 
The UNH men's lacrosse 
team used a strong second half to 
_beat Boston College, 16-11, on 
Wednesday and captured their 
best road start since '83. 
· Mark Botnick had four goals 
and a pair of assists while Dave 
Robinson chipped in with four 
goals-and an assist of his own as 
UNH oWshot BC, 50-32. 
The first quarter was run and 
gun ·for both teams. Paul Talmo 
got things started with just over a 
minute gone in the game when 
his shot eluded the Eagles riet- _ 
minder . . BC bounced b<,ick three 
minuteslater to tie the match. The 
Eagles scored with just one sec-
ond remaining in the first to take 
a 6-5 lead. 
Atta<;:ker Tim Vetrano said 
that's the "'<ay BC plays. 
"They're a scrappy team and 
when you make a mistake, they 
jump on it," he said. 
Thesecondquartersawmuch 
of the same type of play with the 
· teams trading goals and going into 
the half tied at 9-9. 
Head Coach Ted Garber said 
that type of play was not the way 
UNH wants to play. 
"The defense was a little 
sloppy in the first half," said Gar-
ber. ''BChadguyswalkinginalone 
on (goaltender) Brian Vona, and 
he played well." · · 
Vetrano agreed. "Brian came 
up with some really big stops when 
we·made a mistake." -
There were nine ties in the 
game, the last of which came at 10-
10 when Botnick struck for the 
first of his four straight. His last 
score came with 14 minutes left in 
the game and gavl:? UNH ~ 13-10 
lead which they would not relin-
quish. 
"Mark's defender played him 
real close in the first half," said 
coach Garber. "But he (Botnick) 
adjusted · his game ' and got us 
going." 
John Daley took up where his 
teammate had stopped, nailing the 
next two to put the 'Cats in com-
mand at 15-10. Daley had three 
goals in the game. --
The last eight minutes had 
BC attempts to mingle through the 'Cats defense (Ben Frazier photo). 
. I ' 
the team_s playing good _ defense 
and trading one more score for the 
16-11 final. 
. Coach Garber said it was a 
good win for UNH. "We talked 
about defense at the half and came 
out and really shut them down," 
said'Garber. 
Other scorers in the game 
were captain Bill Sullivan with a 
goal and two assists. Talmo fin- · 
ished with two goals and an assist 
and Jeff Mechura had one score as 
did Chris Arrix. 
Stowe Milhous played the 
second half ~nd sparked the de-
fensive effort with four saves. 
"Stowe played teal well for 
us in the - second half/' said 
Vetrano, calling the.first half very 
uncharacteristic for the 'Cats de-
fense~. ,., 
UNH -plays -St. Johrt's:~th'is 
Saturday. Vetrano said the team is 
confident. '1t we play our style of 
game and ignore their attempts at 
intimidation, we should be fine." 
Coach Garber is a little more 
cautious. "St. John's beat us here 
last year, so it should be a good-
gam~." · 
